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A burglar who only breaks in a
dwelling, cooks himself a meal and
sometimes takes a shower, struck
again during the Christmas weekend,
Murray Police say.
Police say the individual broke into
Carter Elementary sometime between
the 22nd and 25th and found himself
something to eat.
Police indicate the same method of
operation was noted in two earlier
burglaries — both at mobile homes in
Murray. The person has cooked himself
a meal in one break-in and took a
shower in another, police said.
A police.- spokesman said the
department has a suspect in the case.
Also, Christmas had a sour note for
the Tony Thomas family at 307 N. 10th,
police said. Someone apparently broke
into the residence, taking Christmas
presents which consisted of two tan
sweaters and a wallet.
Murray Police Department reported
no major accidents during the
weekend.
Murray Fire Department reported a
quiet weekend with no fires reported
during the weekend. Calloway County
Fire-Rescue Squad made an identical
report same report.
Kentucky State Police reported one
fatality during the Christmas holiday
weekend — Helen K. Holland, IS, of
Wingo, who died in a Graves County
accident Monday afternoon.
Wingo Girl Is Among
Christmas Fatalities
By The Associated Press
Traffic accidents on Kentucky high-
ways during the Christmas holiday
reporting period claimed 10 lives,
according to state pollee.
The deaths raise the traffic death toll
for the year to 870, compared with 942
through this date last year.
Traffic accidents nationwide claimed
03 lives during the holiday weekend.
The fatalities this year surpassed the
death toll of-six on Kentucky highways
during the 1977 Christmas holiday
reporting period. This yeses._ holiday
period ended at midnight Monday.
Ifelen K. Holland, 15, of Wingo died
when the car in which she was a
passenger left Wadesboro Road six
miles south of Symsonia in Graves
County Monday afternoon, state police
said.
Cordia Gvioch, 83, of rural Crab
Orchard also died Christmas day, of-
ficers said, when the car In which she
was riding and another vehicle collided
on the Kentucky 80 bypass at the limits
of Somerset.
Jimmy Ledford, 20, of Barbourville,
was killed Sunday evening when the car
- he was driving went out of control on
Kentucky 229 and struck a tree.
Charles Scott Turner, 14, of Fairborn,
Ohio died in a two-vehicle accident
5unday morning..idate police said. The
accident occurred on Kentucky, 4.6
miles south of Campton, officers said
Charlotte Ann Snap, 26, of rural
Sharpsburg, died Saturday night in a
two-vehicle collision on Kentucky 32 a
mile east of Flemingsburg, state police
said.
David Rester, 26, was struck and
killed Saturday on the Kennedy bridge
between Louisville and Jeffersonville,
Ind., police said.
Dennis L. Miller Jr. 22, of Louisville,
died early Saturday when he ap-
parently lost control of his car and
strucka utility pole on Shelbyville Road
in Louisville, officers said.
A rural Brooks woman died Friday
night in a two-car crash on..Kentucky
434 in Hardin County. State police said
Stella G. Aubrey, 59, was a victim of the
accident, which occurred 3.1 milts east
of Radcliff.
The 433 'highway death 1.011 nation-
wide during the three-day Christmas
weekend was higher than a year ago,
but well below the record for the
holiday.
The National Safety Council
estimated before the weekend began
that between 400 and 500 persons might
die on streets and highways between 6
p.m. Friday and midnight Monday.
One of the worst accidents during the
holiday was in New York, where six
people returning from a Christmas Eve
party were struck and killed by' a hit-
and-run driyer.
Last year, Also a three-day weekend,
there were 390 highway deaths. The
worst Christmas holiday was a three-
day weekend in 1965 when 720 persons
died in traffic accidents.
AP Study Reveals:
CHRISTMAS DECORATION DONATION — Bob Daniel, right, IGwanis
Club member, presents a $400 check for the city's Christmas decorations
to Buddy Buckingham, left, chairman of the Christmas Decoration Com-
mittee for the city. McDonald's gave 50 cents to the decoration fund for
each 'McDonald's Cares" certificate sold by the Kiwanis members and
returned to McDonald's for redemption. Also pictured are Ross Wader,
Kiwanian, second from left, Ed Hutchins, center, McDonald's manager, and
Ruth Eversmeyer, second from right, McDonald's store activities represen-
tative. Allen Russell, IGwanis president, and Clyde Love, McDonald's
owner-operator, expressed thanks to the community for their support of




TEHRAN, Iran ( AP) — Police and
troops clashed with anti-shah
demonstrators in more than 20 places in
Tehran today as protesters issued
death threats to Americans, set fire to
at least two dozen vehicles and
paralyzed the downtown business
district.
Rioting also erupted near the central
city of Isfahan, the state radio said.
Some of the Tehran protesters
roamed through an area between the
headquarters of the National Iranian
Oil Co. and the American Embassy,
setting fires that sent clouds billowing
over the city and plastering store
windows with signs in English reading,
"Yankees Go Home by February or be
Killed."
Protesters threatened foreigners on
the streets, and even tried to force an
Iranian colonel from his car, but the
officer routed them by firing his
revolver in the air.
Calloway County Teacher, Curd
so
Seeking 5th House Nomination
Freed Curd, a Calloway County Currently a social_atudies_end history
teacher, has announced his candidat -2-feketiFF-7;-W4rille447-7--
for the May Democratic nomination for
state representative in the Fifth- Heuse
District.
Ctard, 45, Murray, said he made the
decision to run for the nemination
"affer much though about the need .for
a legislator to represent the .interest of
all the people."
One other candidate has announced
for the nomination — J. William "Bill"
Phillips, Murray city attorney.
Rep. Kenny Imes currently'
represents the Fifth 'House District
which takes in all of Calloway County
and a portion of Trigg County.
In making his announcement, Curd
said,"I would like to stress that my
foremost concern would be to represent
all of the people of the Fifth District to
the very best of my ability."
The candidate said some of his
concerna in the upcoming race are
"fighting tax increases for the middle
and low income families, agriculture,
improving area roads, and fighting
government waste." Freed Curd
School, Curd earned his BS in histea_
State University, and has earned 30
.hours above the masters in ad-
ministration. A iffblong resident of -this
area, Curd is a. 1_951 graduate of
Calloway County High School. The
candidate is a veteran of military
service.
Curd began us teaching career in
Calloway County.in 1964, teaching at
Faxon, Lynn Grove and at Calloway
County High. "Through this ex-
perience, I have become aware of the
needs of the people," Curd said.
The candidate is married to (he
former Millie Jones, daughter of Elite. 
Jones and the late Wyman Jones. The
, Curds have three children, Tammy, a
senior at Murray State, Stacey, a
sophomore at Murray High, and Mrs.
Steve (Denise) Steele, a secretary at
Murray State. The candidate is the son
of Octa Curd and the late Bro. Garvin
Cutd.
Curd and his family are members of
the University Church of Christ.
CITATErairdrig System Squandotes MIlliàtls
By LEE M1TGANG
Associated Press Writer
The federal job and training system,
known as CETA, which has. spent $3?
billion since 1973 to help the nation's
unemployed, is squandering hundreds..
of millions of dollars annually through
slipshod management and fraud.
CETA's economic impact is
unquestionable: in the recent period of
high jobless rates, CETA jobsoreduced
U.S. unemployment — curreltly 5.8
perceilt — by about 1 percent, ac-
cording to administration estimates. It
has trained or put to work more than 10
million people in the past five years.
But a two-month study by The
Associated Press reveals a system so
riddled with abuse that-'even Labor
, Secretary Ray Marshall, who runs the
program, has no idea of the total stolen
br wasted.
"I do have a very strong sense that
fraud and abuse in the program has not
been as pervasive as publicity has
indicated. But I don't know that. It's
very important for us to find that out,"
he said in a recent interview.
The abuse runs a remarkable gamut.
Thousands of CETA 'workers don't
qualify for the program, but they get
money anyway. Millions of CETA
dollars go down the drain because of
thievery or mismanagement. Nepotism
has cropped up in dozens of cities, in-
cluding Pontiac, Mich., Springfield,
Mass., and Great Falls, Mont. Political
patronage has marred CETA systems
in Los Angeles, Seattle, Chicago,
among many.
Fraud and abuse have undercut
CETA's impact, and deep budget cuts
are threatened in 1979. Marshall must
grapple with budget officials who want
to cut in half CETA's public service
program of 660,000 job slots. He says he
has a.ssur.ances from President Carter
that "the main contours of the system
will essentially be the same."
To improve CETA's position, the
Department of Labor has launched a
well-publicized campaign to root out
abuse.
&Labor Department audit, obtained
by The AP through the Freedom of
Information Act, estimates that more
than 11 percent of CETA's public
service jobholders were "either
ineligible or there was insufficient
Information available to allow deter-
mination of their eligibility." .
The audit estimates that between $349
million and 8842 million is being wasted
on ineligible CETA jobholders.
Millions more are being misspent
because local governments — New
York City, Boston and Minneapolis, for
example -- use federal jobs money to
pay regular city. employee salaries
rather than to create jobs for the hard-
core unemployed. Studies estimate that
this drains between 16 percent to 35
percent of all CETA Wings.
To combat the problem. Labor has a
staff of 250 auditors and investigators -
a tiny force by Washington standards
Hardly a week goes by without new
Israel_Discinsing Stalled Talks
JERtSALEM (AP) Israel's
Cabinet was meeting in special session
today to discuss resuming the stalled
peace talks with Egypt after President
Anwar Sadat accused radical Arabs of
helping the Israelis "abort" Mideast
peace.
Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan
briefed Prime Minister Menachem
Begin Monday on his weekend
discussions with Secretary of State
Cyrus R. Vance and Egyptian Prime
Minister Mustafa Khalil in Brussels,
Belgium.
Dayan gave no details but said he
would recommend the Cabinet approve
the Brussels framework for resuming
the talks, which btoke down in mid-
NOveinber over Egypt's demand for a
timetable linking Palestinian autonomy
to the treaty worked out at Camp
David.
The newspaper Maariv said Khalil
also suggested in Brussels that Israel's
military administration in the West
Bank of the Jordan River and the Gaza
Strip be replaced with a "Palestinian
government," going beyond the
autonomous local councils approved at
Camp David.
Sadat and Begin agreed at Camp
David to sign a peace treaty Dec. 17
ending 30 years of war. But in a taped
TV interview marking his 60th lairthday
Monday the Egyptian leader accused
Begin of wanting to extend "Israel's
territory to the river Euphrates in the •




Sadat vowed "never to permit con
ditions to return to Ur phase of n"
peace-no war in the region," and- put.
the blame for the stalemate in the
peace talks on radical Arabs who reject
all negotiations with Israel.
"...I can't help wondering, when vIt
managed to push Israel into the tight
corner of peace, we were surprised to
see some Arab regimes trying to refuel
Israel's intransigence and give it
reason to procrastinate and pursue
expansionist dreams," he said.
Sadat 'said some Arab leaders still
use "outdated, spurious slogans of
'throw Israel into the sea. n''
negotiations and no peace with Israel'
when they are fully aware that this will
never be done."
revelations somewhere among the
nation's 475 locally administered CETA
programs.
Early this month, the District-1r
Columbia was told to reimburse the
federal government for 34 CETA
salaries illegally paid to city cohncil
employees, which reportedly may cost
the city $250,000. In November, a CETA
supervisor in Fargo, N.D. was indicted
for doctoring payrolls and receiving
kickbacks from CETA employees. A
CETA subcontractor in Seattle was
charged with writing "ghost checks" to
nonexistent people and double billing of
charges to several agencies.
The acting inspector general of the
LabOf Department, Rocco DeMarco,
said in a recent interview that his Office
of Special Investigations has resulted in
75 persons indicted for CETA fraud in
Atlanta, Miami, Harlingen, Texas,
Indianapolis, Oklahoma and Ohio; 14
" have betn convicted. A total of 150
investigations are - underway nation-
wide.
Scores of audits and program
assessments obtained by the AP show
that CETA fraud gets a big assist from
inept or nonexistent bookkeeping and
sloppy management among niany of
the cities, counties, states the so-
called prime sponsors — that ad-
minister the federally funded program,
and from the approximately 25,000
subcoaractors who also run local
CETA programs.
The Labor DepaKkent's 1978
evaluation of the 475 prime sponsors
shows that 51 have "serious problems"
managing and accounting for funds and
meeting' ('ETA's goals and' 224 with
"problems identified." Only 200 —
mostly smaller programa — got good
repetts. •
.The best big-city programs, like one
in Milwaukee, prove the CETA system
can achieve its goals— relatively free
of abuse. 
But., most CETA adrninstrators agree
the 1977 doubling of the public service
jobs program is partly to blame for
mismanagement. The program was
increased from 300,000 fobs to 725,000
jobs by the Carter administration to
help stimulate the economy and con-
trols.
Some CETA administrations are
simply inept.
According to Labor Department
evaluations, Bridgeport, Conn.,
"lacked any basis for internal
management." Springffeld, Mass.,
exhibited "repeated violations of CETA
regulations," including nepotism and
fraud. Na•Ssau County, N.Y.'s
gianagement was' judged "extremely
poor."
Labor officials admit that
Washington hasn't done enough to
address mismanagement.
"Our role in Washington under CETA
was to be benevolent deliverers of
technical service to prime sponsors.
But we don't have any experts in this.
We've never done it before," says Bob
Jones who heads the Labor Depart-
ment's community employment
programs.
Despite the degree .of local abuse,
Labor time and time again has failed to
penalize prime sponsors who mishandle
CETA funds.
The authorities said the rioting ap-
peared to be the biggest in three
months, and that troops responded by
firing into the air and lobbing tear gas
at the crowds. Reporters said one in-
stance of heavy shooting lasted at least
20 minutes and that troops.were out in
force.
Martial law authorities said they had
no reports of casualties in the clashes,
and spokesmen for the anti-shah op-
position said they were still collecting
their own statistics.
Authorities said groups of demon-
strators reached 1,000 peoplein some
areas. Office workers gathered at
windows to shower leaflets into the
streets supporting Ayatullah Khomeini,
the shah's leading religious opgonent,
and some of them pelted soldiers below
with rocks.
At least 300 troops sealed off Amir
Abad Hospital, where spokesmen for
the opposition National Front had
planned to hold a rally. The troops
pushed away people who came to at-
tend the rally as police helicopters
hovered overhead.
The disorders broke out as Iran's oil
supplies headed toward critically low
levels and informed sources reported
that Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi
had agreed in principle to trim his
power but not meet opposition demands
-.7489eiterr deign. - -
Some Tehran gas stations ran out of
fuel today and government sources said
almost no gasoline may be available
within 24 hours if production continues
declining. They said supplies of
kerosene for public sale 'also were
short, as well as fuel oil for public
utilities.
Some Tehran gas stations ran out of
fuel today.
Labor's ultimate weapon is to take
control of CETA away from a local
sponsor. Marshall insisted in the in-
terview that he wouldn't hesitate to use
the weapon, but local administrators
view it as an empty threat. East St.
Louis, ill., with corruption too per-
vasive to ignore, is the only prime




KENTUCKY DAM AP) — Five men
have reason to remember this
Christmas holiday after escaping in-
jury when their tugboat, the Francis
Stevens, sank in the Tennessee River.
The accident occurred about 9 p.m.
Christmas Eve, approximately two
miles from Kentucky Dam.
"I was asleep when another deck
hand came running up the stairs and
yelled that the boat was sinking," said
Wayne Strunk, 21,'Bowling Green.
Strunk said he donned a life jacket
and joinedthe other Crew members on
deck, where the pilotiruiounced that he
was abandoning ship.
Strunk said the five jumped into the
30 degree water and swam about 30
yards to shore.
"Everyone was pretty quiet and you
could hear the engines of the ship as it
was going under water," .Strunk
recalled.
He said the five irAltitinearly a half- -
hour before they caught the attention of
a lockrnaster, who -took them to the
powerhouse for the Kentucky lock and
dam.
"We were given coffee and
blankets," said Strunk, adding that he
had no idea what caused the tug to sink. '
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partly
cloudy
Mostly sunny this morning but
becoming partly sunny this af-
ternoon. Highs in the low to mid
40s. ?Mostly cloudy tonight with
lows in the low to mid 20s. Partly
sunny Wednesday.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Little or no precipitation during
the period. Very cold Thursday
and Friday.
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+ HOSPITAL NEWS
12-13-78 Mrs. Sarah H. -Parizera, 401
Newborn Admissisa Ky. Ave., Murray, Purdom
Thompson, Baby Boy Lassiter expired ), Rt. 3
i Cathy), Rt. 7, Mayfield. Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs Audra I) Bennett 1008
Sharpe, Murray, Brain D. .
Culp, Rt. 7, Benton, Mrs. Mary \
I. Warren, 808 Minerva Dr.,
Murray, Hoyt Wyatt, 1900
Sherrie Lane, Murray, Mrs_
iAnda D. Travis, R5, Benton,.
Mrs. Diane Underwood, 1531
Oxford Dr., Murray, Paul
Henry Jr., Rt. I, Dexter, Mrs.
Ynema R. Wright, Rt. I Bx. 99,
-• Murray, Herman J. Warren,
.Rt. I, Sedalia, Mrs. Edith R.
Hutchins, Rt. 8, Bx. 100,
Murray, Jamie L Fox, 11
Waldrop Tr. Ct., Murray,
William A. Kinel, 503 N. 1st,
Murray, Bobby G. Parrish,
New Concord, Mrs. Martha R.
Miller, No. 65 Riveria CL,
Murray, Mrs. Larue Bizzell,
- Rt. I, Alm, Mrs. Verlene 0.
Ezell, 515 Whitnell Ave.,
Murray, Robert F. Thompson,
8, Murray, Mrs. Opal S.
frdlykendall, 1201 Kirkwood,
Murray, John C. McCuiston,
Bx. 710, Murray, Mrs.
Ethel M. See, 405 N. 7th,





:firreda I, Rt. 2 Bx.. 210-A
'Murray.
DISMISSALS
John M. Clark, 1615 Belmont
Dr., Murray,. Mrs. Melody
Blake, Rt. 6 Bx. 7 Murray,
Yancy L Burkeen, Rt. 1 Bx.
100A Dexter, Mrs. Kennie E.
Fielding and Baby Girl, P. 0.
Bx. 872 Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Melinda Sharp and Baby Boy,
Rt. 5 Bx. 64921 New Concord,
Mrs. Jeanne 0. Blanton, 506 N.
1st, Murray, Susan Rene
Prescott, 1713 Farmer,
Muerav, Mrs. Jackie Stewart,
'Rt. 6 az. 338-A Murray., Mrs.
torrynne W. -Winchester, 525






Leslie, Baby Girl Sabrina),
Rt. 1, Almo, Bebber, Baby
Girl (Teresa), Rt. 3, Murray.
DISCHARGES
Melia K. Armstrong, Rt. 3,
Mayfield, Mrs. Jennifer L.
Arnold, Rt. 3, Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs. Myrtle Bryan, 809 Vine,
Murray, Jimmie L. Collie, Rt.
,1, Almo, Mrs. Lois V. Faith,
Rt. 1, Box 33, Gilbertsville,
Charles T. Haugh, Rt. 1, Box
638, Hardin, Mrs. Jane E.
Houghton, Rt. 3, Box 110,
Murray, Mrs. Linda K. Lowe,
312 North Porter, Paris,
Tenn., Dillard W. Mathis, Rt.
3, Murray, Mrs. Carolyn
Maxlow, Rt. 6, Box 353B,
Murray, Bryan D. Nelson, 17
Green 'Valley, Parts, Tenn.,
Johnny W. Parker, Rt. 2,
Murray, Mrs. Sharon K.
Price, Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs.
Nancy C. Teckenbrock, Rt. 1,
Benton, Mrs. Vicki L. Washer,
Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs. Marie E.
Weaver, Route 5, Box 219„
Murray, Mrs. Linda S. Lee, P.
0. Box 332, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Sylvia R. Williams, 602
Mandaley Rd., Paris, Tenn.,
Hafford D. Smith, Rt. 5, Box
215 A, Murray, Mrs. Dorothy
E. Sills, P. 0. Box 93, Hardin,
Mrs. Marion Pierce, 39 Shady
Oaks Tr. CL, Murray, Homer
L. Marshall, Rt. 2, Hazel,
Allen 13, McCoy, 1511
Sycamore, Murray, Mrs. Opal
E. McClure, 915 North 18th,
Murray, Charles C. Grogan,
Rt. 4, Murray, Eugene P.
Forrester, Rt. 1, Box 127,
Union City, Tenn., Mrs. Mabel
A. Edwards, General
Delivery, Hazel, Luther T.
Eilley, Rt. 7, Box 155,















The marriage of Miss Eva Bell WaCshburn, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Edgar Washburn of Sedalia, to Herman Olswing,
Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Herman Olswing, Sr., of Murray, has
beerrannounced.
The vows were read on Monday, Dec. thy the Rev. Jessie
Doughtery of Mayfield at the home of the bride's parents.
1:Diok -1461,
By Abigail Van Buren
Dealing With
Dial-A-Jokers
DEAR ABBY:I sympathize with the secretary who, when
she answers the phone with, "This is Mr. Johnson's office
speaking," gets the smart-aleck reply, "Well, what do you
know, -a talking office!"
I'm another secretary who has trouble with telephone
wise guys.
(lee man called my boss and, when I asked who was call-
ing, he said, "Tell him Graig Nettles is on the line." So I told
my boss that Graig Nettles was on the line. How did I know
Graig Nettles was some big-shot Yankee ballplayer? So
soi nemade a fool of -me.
I'm instructed to ask who is calling and, if my boss doesn't
want to talk to him, I say, "Sorry, he's tied up in a meeting.
May he return your call?" Then the boss returns the call if
and when he feels tike it.
Most people are on to that dodge. They say, "I want to
asks him just one question" or "Tell him I'll be over in 15
minutes.".
In other words, they know I'm lying-that the boss is in
his office and.doesn't.want to be bothered.
Any suggestions, Abby? I'm fired of being a ... -
TELEPHONE PHONY
DEAR PHONY: Part of your job is to save your boss
time, protect his-privacy and get rid of the pests.
Develop a sense of humor to go with your conscien-
tiousness.
DEAR ABBY: I peed to know something about hypnosis.
Is it on the up-and Up, or is it 'just another gimmick to
separate a fool from his money'?
-.If ih is- on Abe up-ancLup.'how. 1_0
legitimate hypnotist? Thank you.
NEEDS TO KNOW• -
DEAR NEEDS: Where there is 1.1 dollar to be made, you'll
find as many phonies as legitimate operators, and hypnosis
is no exception.
Hypnosis has been effectivfly used instead of drugs to
eliminate pain in childbirth, surgery and dental work.
Under hypnosis people have overcome phobias and bad
habits such as nail-biting, smoking and compulsive
overeating. However, 1-must state here that not everyone is
an ideal subject for hypnotism.
For information on qualified hypnotists in any area, write
-to the Association to Advance Ethical Hypnosis,, 60 Vose
Ave., South Orange, N.J. 07079. Enclose a stamped, self-
' addressed envelope ind a brief statement of the problem for
, which you seek hypnotic hells.
DEAR ABBY: LIVING SISTER wrote complaining that
her family charged the flowers for her mother's funeral to
th mother's estate. She said it was disgraceful!
You agreed, and called it cheap and chintzy. Abby, your
typewriter was in gear, but your'brain was idling.
The Federal - Estate Tax -form allows ALL legitimate
funeral expenses to be deducted. This includes not only
flowers, but also long-distance telephone. calls, motel and
hotel costs, mileage and, of course, the undertaker's bill.
So, buy the flowers and pay'? the undertaker out of your
own pocket and lose the deduction if it makes you feel
better. But it's dumb.
  §ENIOR CITIZEN: BELLEVILLE, MICH.
Ruby S. Black Is
Awarded Master
Of Science Degree
DENTON, Texas - Ruby S.
Black of 1414 Stadium View
Drive, Murray, was awarded
the Master of science degree
in nursing from Texas
Woman's University in the
annual December graduation
ceremonies on Sunday, Dec.
17.
Ms. Black was among more
than 550 degree recipients,




Associated Prima Food Editor
Flora-Ryan Vows
Planned Saturday
Miss Virginia Nell Flora,
daughter_ of Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Flora, has completed
plans for her wedding to
Dowell Key Ryan, son of Dr.
and Mrs. Louis C. Ryan.
The vows wi/Pbe solemnized
on Saturday, Dec. 30, at 4 p.m.
in the sanctuary of the First
Baptist Church with the Rev.
Dr. Bill Whittaker officiating.
Music will be furnished by
Dan McDaniel, organist, and
MPS. Margie Shown, soloist.
Miss Flora will be given in
marriage by her father. Her
attendants will be Miss Susan
FAMILY DINNER Adams, maid of honor; Miss
Meat Loaf Potatoes Rachel Flora and Miss Janie
Carrots Bread Tray Flora, sisters of the bride-
Green Salad with Seasoned Salt *elect, and Miss Dawn
Apple Betty Beverage
SEASONED SALT




1 teaspoon dry mustard
34 teaspoon oregano
102 teaspoon garlic powder STRETCH BERRIES
ki teaspoon onion powder To stretch a packagt of
Mix together and stpre in air- frozen sweetened
tight container. Use to season strawberries for a fruit
oil and vinegar dressing, dessert, serve the berries over
meats, fish and vegetables, rings of unsweetened canned
From 'Pure and Simple" by pineapple, drained. The lef-
Man .3urros I Morrow.)--_tover juice from theNote: Crush the dried ore-- pineapple, combined withgano eAtremely fine so it .
mix well with the other in_ ginger ale, makes a refreshing
gredients. - C.B. cold drink.
Harrison, bridesmaids.
Dr. Ryan will serve as. best
man for his son. Groomsmen




• Spend Your Christmas Money.
Wise/y. (Except Etching Engraving)
Now num Dom 31st
Thelreekreorner
Dixieland Center 14-5 Mon.-Sat.
Bob Taylor, and Johnny
Querterrnous. Ushers will be
Kimon Hoegh, Kevin Kuddes,
and Tom Urtz.
Mrs. Martha Key will
preside at the register. The
wedding will be directed by
Miss Beverly Calloway.
A reception will be held in
the Fellowship Hall of the
church immediately following
the ceremony.
Mrs. Jessie Fay Young will
direct the reception. Assisting
in the serving will be Celia
Tslylor, Elaine Paschall,
Sandy Watson, Sheila Ward,
Reita Ladd, and Jennie
Gordon.
All friends and relatives are





Murray TOPS Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.
Wednesday, December 27
Murray Lodge No. 105, Free
and Accepted Masons, will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall far the election of officers.
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276,
Free and Accepted Masons,
will meet at the lodge hall for
the election of officers.
Thursday, December 28
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. at the
Immanuel Lutheran Church.
For Information call 759-1792
or 753-9261. Note change of
date due to holiday.
Pre Inventory
Clearance Sale
Dec. 26th - 30th
1/4 Off Entire Stock
* Selected Gift Ware
50%-75% off -
* Lingerie and Jewelry
1/2 price
* One Group Long Dresses
and Wedding Gowns
1/2 price and less
The Showcase
121 Mf4.10;
V s: Master Charge +10:00 a.m•-S.30 pm.
DEAR-SIN lOR: You win. P.S. There seems to be no end
to what I learn from my readerel
•
Do yes wIsli yes -bad more Meads? For the secret of
sugleriaYsget Abby's now booklet; "How To Be Popular;
ie Never Too Young or Too Old." Send III with a long,i 
milmlireeeed, stamped 128 cents) envelope to Abby, 132
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Bailey Home Scene Of Your Individual
Murray High FHA Tea Horoscope
The Murray High School
Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America held
as aqnual holiday tea on
Sunday, Dec. 17, from to 2 to
p.m. at the home of Kairen
Bailey, chapter president.'
The house was decorated
with stockings and Christmas
cards on the fireplace, and a
Christmas tree. A holiday
centerpiece vOtis used on the
Yefrestunent table.
Punch and cookies, made by
Mrs. Lucy Lilly's home
economics classes, were
served. Members on the
Christmas tea committee and
the FHA mothers served and
greeted the members and
guests.
Committee members and
mothers were Mrs. Gene
Bailey, Mrs. Bob Wynn, Mrs.
Charles Roberts, Mrs. Alfred
Lindsey, Mrs. Paul Mansfield,
Mrs. Henry Fulton, Gena
Lovett, Mary Lindsey, Becky
Shuffett, Lee Bryan, Terri
Wells, Jill Moss, Brenda
Towery, Starlyn Phillips,
Gene Rogers, Stacey Fulton,
Angie Hale, Laura Sears, and
Sandra Whaley.
Poinsettias were presented
to Mrs. Lucy Lilly and Mrs.
Sally Crass, home economics
teachers, by the club in ap-
preciation of their support and
leadership throughout the
year.
Mrs. Bailey Leads Program
At Methodist Women's Meet
Thelma Bailey was leader
for the program presented at
the general meeting of the
United Methodist Women of
the First United Methodist
Church held on Tuesday, Dec.
5, at 10 a.m. at the social hall
of the church.
Mrs. Bailey was assisted by
Joan Mischke, Pat Keisow,
Clarice Sparkman, and
Barbara Erwin in the




presented by the chorus of the
Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club. They
sang 'several selections and
were aceompanied by Norrine
Winter at the piano.
Modest Jeffrey, president,
presided, and Frances Sexton,
secretary, read the minutes.
Inez Jones, local treasurer,
reported that a total of
$2,034.31 was raised through
the bazaar; and Maybelle
Byers, conference treasurer,
said the UMW's pledge of
$2,780 had been met.
All circles were requested to
have the Call to Prayer and
Self Denial program in
January if possible. It was
announced that the World Day
of Prayer, sponsored by
Church Women United, will be
held at the First Church on
Friday, March 2.
Prior to the meeting coffee
was served by members of the





What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
The spirit is willing, but the
flesh is weak. Those who have
partied too vigorously may
find themselves low on
energy. Protect health.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
The needs of loved ones may
take precedent over business
affairs. Don't get discouraged
about the bills that come after
the holiciays.
( May 21 to June 20) no,
GEMINI
You seem to have a 1,000
reasons why something won't
work, and this attitude could
dampen another's en-
thusiasm. Keep your chin up.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) 00
Despite a favorable
financial development, you
could do a job on either your
nerves or health. Negative
thoughts could darken your
mood.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 1242
Holiday expenses could be
at the root of ill feelings now.
However, don't forego
socializing if short on cash.
Rediscover the meaning of
giving. -
11P‘ilVIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
A friend or houseguest gives
you cause for joy, but you may
be too tired to be the perfect
host. Postpone housekeeping.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) --0--en
Let a friend's optimism rub
off on you now. Something is




(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 111/
A generous or extravagant
gesture on your part could
gain you a disapproving woçd,
from either a family mem
or a friend.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) hA'ait'V




iirs.Mon.-Sat. 10-9 Sunday 1-5
Closed Sunday Dec. 31st & Ian. 1st
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N T JUST A FEW EE
ITEMS ON SALE THAT MAY
NOT FIT YOUR PRESENT
NEEDS - BUT WE ARE SELL-
ING EVERY ITEM IN OUR














to get things going, there may
be delays or business




Dec. 72 to Jan. 19) /4
Travel plans are subject to
delay. Though there is much
to rejoice about, your
philosophy of life seems tested
by problems which won't go
away.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
A social occasion may be
marred by a request for a
payment of an old debt.
Today, friends just aren't
interested in your problems.
PISCES'
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Opportunity presents itself
at work, but cashing in on it
may upset plans already
made with a close one.' Usual
allies may be responsive.
=JA
YOU BORN TODAY have
the ability to take adversity in
stride. Though at times
subject to depression, you
never know when you're
beaten. You have the ability to
bounce back from failure.
Both artistic and scientific,
you're better suited for the
professions than business,
though you can succeed at
both. Teaching, literature, the
theater, and linguistics




Mr. and Mrs. Warlick Hutson
Mr. and Mrs. Warlick Hutson of Puryear, Tenn., formerly
uf Hazel, will celebrate their fiftieth wedding anniversary on
Sunday, Dec. 31, with a reception • in the home of their
daughter, Mrs. Billy (Peggy) Gallimore, Puryear Heights.
All friends and relatives of the couple are invited to visit
between the hours of 2 to 4 p.m. on Sunday.
The couple was married on Dec. 25, 1928, in Calloway
County. Mrs. Hutson is the former Eva Simmons.
They have one daughter, Mrs. Gallimore, Puryear, Tenn.,
and one son, Joe Max Hutson, Hazel. Their three grandsons
are Danny' and Donny Hutson of Murray and Rondall
Gallirnore of Puryear, Tenn.; and their two granddaughters
are Mrs. Rick (Pam Gallimore) Moody of Paris, Tenn., and







Mrs. Lotajean Pierce and
Baby Boy, Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs.
Debra A. Colley and Baby
Girl, P.O. 'Bx. 966, Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Rebecca J.
Crawford and Baby Girl, 423
S. 8th, Murray, Mrs. Martha
L. Green and Baby Girl, 110 N.
College, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Linda J. McNeely and Baby
Boy, 316 N. 12th, Murray, Mrs.
Donna K. Carter, Cowan St.,
Paris, Tenn., Lee, Lamb,
Rt. 6 Bx. 58, Murray, Mrs.
Elizabeth K. Gilliam, Rt. 7,
Bx. 194, Murray, Kerry B.
Oakley, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs.
Sandra L. Carneyhan, Rt. 47
Princeton, Kenneth W.
Overcast, Hazel, Meichelle
Lovin, MSU, Murray, Earl
Wiggins, Rt. 2, Wingo, Mrs.
Carolyn J. Ellisoq, Rt. 1, Bx.
96-A, Buchanan, Tirm., Marty
Hutson, Rt. 5, Bx, 197,
Murray, Mrs. Carla M. Rick-
man, Rt. 3 Bx. 509, Murray,
Mrs. Susan S. Paschall, Bx.
223 Puryear, Tenn., Mrs.
Betty E. Hale, 303 N. 5th,
Murray, Mrs. Retha J. Atwell,
Rt. 5, Mayfield, Mrs. -Sue
Lovell, Rt. 7, Bx. 509, Murray,
Mrs. Juanita L. Pritchett,' Rt.
1, Dexter, Trellis B. Stone, Rt.
2, Hazel, Robert T. Howard,
Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs. Amy E.
Blane, Rt. 8, Murray,
Crawford Armstrong, Rt. 7,
Murray, George E. Overby
Sr., 707 Olive, Murray, Mrs.
Edna V. Donelson, • Rt. 3,
Murray, Sylvan Riegel, Rt. 1, •
Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Martha
D. Bucy, 1713 Wiswell Rd.,
Murray, Lawrence Walters,
Bx. 31, Hardin, Mrs. Sallie I.'










9:30 a.m. -5 p.m. 21RIGITS
,AFTERCHRLSTMAS
.The sale *yoti'Ve been waitingfor. Exciting






'Hurry in and save duong the After
Own-trims sate- anisaaartat loft 0,1d-winter-
joc1tets, tops, blouses, pants, blazers, vests
and skirts unit and missy saes. Aye,)-
able in your favorite. styles and kfillisfbn




























r--.Shars end save. on our entire Winter coat collection Save on
leathers, fabrics, suedes, fake furs, genuine furs In
PANTCOAT, JACKET AND DRESS LENGTHS Some are even hooded
Hurry in to Bright's and reolly sore Junior and missy saes









BR IGHT'S CHARGE f:
ar.
1/4 To 1/3 0„
Famous-Name Foundations
REDUCED 1 5% TO 3 5%
moidenfo, Playtex, Gossord, Warners, Vanity Fair.
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HEALTH
Break sleeping pill habit
DEAR IA. LAMB --
sister has a lot of trouble
sleeping She takes sleeping
pills but they don't seem to
help her When she first got
her prescription from the
doctor they did seem to help
but right away she was up
ha(Lthe night again. Should
she lake more than just one
_pill or perhaps a stronger
- 011?
' DEAR READER — Defi-
nitely not. In fact ske should
.not have started_ taking
sleeping pills every night.
Many sleeping pills that are
prescribed lose their effec-
tiveness in less than three
weeks. Too often the amount
is increased until the person
is taking dangerous amounts
of harmful medicine
Often you can help your-
self and avoid becoming de-
pendent upon pills. I am
sending you The Health Let-
ter number 10-6. Sleep and
Insomnia to give you more
detailed information. Others
ho want this information
can. send 50 cents with a
tong, stamped, self-ad-
dressed envelope for it. Send
your request to me in care of
this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551. Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019. If you
already have developed the
sleeping pill habit.- sudden
stopping of the medicine
may pose some problems.
DEAR DR. LAMB —
Some six years ago at age 53
my electrocardiogram
showed that I, have a right
bundle branch block. There
was some deviation in my
tracings as far back as 1963.
Apparently, the condition re-
mains stable if that is the
correct term to use. Does
such a condition indicate a
need for a pacemaker, sur-
gery or any sort of treat-
ment" What is the signifi-
cance of this problem and
what causes it?
DEAR READER — Right
bundle branch block refers
to a delay in passage of
electrical stimulation of the
right side of the heart mus-
cle.ft ,Y4liu really wouldn't
knot/ it was there on a
physical examination. - Un-
less you took an electrical
tracing of the heart's activi-
ty, you would never find it.
There are several causes
for right bundle branch
block. You-can be born with
it and if there are no associ-
ated heart disorders, it
would have no significance
at all.
It can be caused by disor-
ders which cause the right
side of the heart to enlarge
or. it can be produced be-
cause of an inflammation of
the heart muscle and the
nerve-like conducting tissue
in the heart. This might
occur after an infectious ill-
ness.
Some cases are caused by
changes in the heart muscle
secondary to blockage of the
arteries to the heart. These
are usually on the basis of
fatty-cholesterol products in
the coronary arteries.
A few years ago my col-
leagues and I examined the
electrocardiograms of, the
entire United States Air
Force flying crews. We
foutid a number of young,
healthy men with right bun-
dle branch block. The mere
presence of a right bundle
-branch block by itself is not
necessarily an indication of
severe heart disease at all.
If you're free of symptoms
and have no other evidence
of heart disease, the mere
presence of a Tight bundle
branch block alone is not an
Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
indication for a pacemaker
Or surgery.
If your doctors suspect
coronary artery disease,
then you could be evaluated
further for that. If you
should have coronary artery
disease, you should do eve-
rything you can by diet and
exercise to eliminate excess
body fat, if you happen to
have any. If you smoke, stop
and change your life style to
one that is less likely to
cause fatty-cholesterol depo-














Floyd Alexander, 602 Depot,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Shirley
Elkins, 1301 Sycamore,
Murray, Mrs. Fronie M.
Eldridge, Rt. 3 Murray, Mrs.
Dorothy S. Heiss, 1502 Oak Dr.
Murray, Charles R. Mills, Rt.
4 Murray, Mrs. Lottie M.
Crawford and Baby Girl, Rt. 1
Bx. 71 Paris, Tenn., Robert A.
Futrell, 510 N. 3rd Murray,
Mrs. Ann M. Thornton, Rt. 8
Bt. 582 Murray. Mrs. Teresa
A. Carson, 1796 W. Main,
Murray, Beverly L. Jones,
1611'1 College Farm Rd.,
Murray, L. Larry Wilson, Rt. 7
Murray, Donna L. Adams, Rt.
1 Murray, Mrs. Donna
Forester, Rt. 3, Mayfield,
Mrs. Nellie G. Wilkinson, Bx.
178 New Concord, 011ie R.
Smith, RI. 1 Almo, Mrs.,
Luedean Norman, Rt. 2 Bz.-




The Olga Hampton Group Of
the Sinking Spnng Baptist
Church Women met Monday
evening, Dec. 4, at the church
for the beginning of the
program on the Week of
Prayer For Foreign Missions.
Lame Owens was in charge
of the program on "Tell It Out
With Gladness." She was
assisted by Mary Turner,
Gladys Williamson, Ruth
Warren, and Mary Kathryn
Starb. —
A sketch on the life and
death of Lane Moon in whose
named the offering will be
made was presented by
Mildred Crawford, Maxine
Nance, and Mary Belle Jones.
Hattie Lee Galloway gave a
discussic.on the missionary
of the *ek, and Linda Cooper
led the calendar of prayer.
The group planned the
family holiday dinner, and the
preparation of Christmas—
baskets for the shutins.
Mary Turner and Ruth
Warren served refreshments
during the social hour.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Loyd Sills of Murray




Michell B. McNutt of
Murray Route 5 has been
dismissed from the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
GETTING IRON
Garner, 719 Riley CI, Murray, - Iron in foods varies in its
lik_11..2,Ei_jkar.ili*, ..).40.:= avaitabi4tr--an-_-31„reraga.._ef .
Poplar, Murray, Wesley D. • only about 10 per cent of the
_ SIPA. —M. - 2_ .A_a_.T‘s_j__icen _ coffswned ...in __food& _is
Tenn., Mrs. Rowena P.
Stubblefield, New Concord,
Robert D. Myers, Rt. 1 Henry,
Tenn., Mrs. Cora Scott I ex-
pired), Rt. 1 Murray.
W. C. Hendy, blues com-
poser, was born in 1873.
absorbed by the body. There
are various, substances in
foods which "tie-up" much of
the iron by forming unab-
sorbable iron compounds.
However,' this has all been
taken into account in deter-
mining daily requirements for
iron from foods.
The Sale, that You





















Biggest After-Christmas OdiU Ever
Sale Starts Wed. Morning
MEN'S DEPT.
-- -  14.11/2 OFF
lAMeit's Dress Skirts & Sport Shirts ; • i I PRICE
Men's Sport Coats  '/2 pRicE
Men's Sweaters 1/12 PRICE, 




1/Men's Ties & Belts • — 4 PRICE.
All Men's Dress 
Pants.. 
'w 1/3 -  OFF
Men's Dress Hats & Sport Rats
Men's Dress Coats & Suburban Costs 
All Men's-Work Jackets - 
One Group Men's Suits & Sport Colts, 
All Men's Knit Sport Shirts 





  $1 0100
I CHILDREN'S DEPT. 1






Girls Sportswear, slacks:tops, shirts & vests , , cN: 4  1/2 PRICE
1/
Boys & Girls Tops, Jeans, Slacks, Shirts, sizes zr thru a ,„ — t.--- 4... . /2 PRICE
• •1/2 ',Rimt..Girls & Boys Tops, Pants, Suits • mos. thru 24 Mpg
I ww 1/.
All Girls Coats Sizes 3 thru 14 .  " PaICE
All Boys Lightweight Jackets size 6 thni 18  
t, ,zujhA1/
1;22itpRIR7FcEcE
All Boys Coats i Jackets sizes 12 mos. thru size 5 
—
All Boys Winter Jackets size 6 thru 18 1 
Downtown Court Square
••-
All Ladies White Pant Uniforms
All Sweaters  • 
All Ladies Winter Coats 
Ladies & Children:, Dress & Casual Boots
One Table Children's Shoes 
Tale Ladies Dress & Casual Shoes
One Table Ladies & Children: Dress & Casual Shoes





All Purses, Costume Jewelry & Scarves 1/2 PRICE
All Ladies Dresses, misses, Jr. & Half Sizes --\. 1/3_1/2 OFF
All Ladies Slacks 1/2 PRICE
t 
1/2Ladies Blouses 





One Group Lingerie 1/ PRICE
Ladies Pant Suits .  1/3 OFF
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mion Page
Letters To The Editor
Iran, Another Vietnam?
Dear Editor:
Iran, Another Vietnam For U.S.?
The bitter war experience that
Americans made in Vietnam is likely to
warn them lest their country is going to
have another war somewhere else in
Iran that may take their lives more and
more. The probability of such an event
is not far away now that CIA is going on
interfering Iran civil affairs thatls not
of its business.
What Americans gained in Vietnam
is not what they thought would obtain.
Although the Vietnam War is over now,
there are thousands of American
families still mourning for losing one or
more of their family members as well
as relatives and friends. Nor so much
money wasted in that war can be
ignored.
The very painful historical ex-
perience might be repeated in terms of
that what decision the government of
the U.S. makes toward other countries
being run with governments and
leaders appointed by the U.S. Ad-
ministration.
What is going on in Iran is not hap-
pening due merely to its treacherous
Monarch dictatorship. This is just one
side of the premise and on the other side
of this sorrowful episode Jimmie Carter
leadership with the aid of CIA which
has been established to increase the
government power to further ex-
ploitating other small, countries has
resulted in taking thousands of innocent
Iranians' lives within the last few
months including some Americans. The
current imperialistic regime of Iran
would not be able to assassinate the
revolutionary followers of human
rights if support of the Shah was not
fulfilled by Carter government. Support
of the Shah might bring Americans
more iiiihriethis—rWe
been and are being killed in Iran if not
-people of the U.S.? The rirtee
Americans are paying to get more oil
from Iran is taking their lives and I do
not think you contend me that oil is not
worth .of having, killed your fellow
countrymen.
For those of you who are not fully
informed of some of the dirty con-
piracies of the Iran government and
Secret Police, as an Iranian, I would
like to draw your attention to the point
that many times the Secret Police of
Iran, in order to discredit Iranian
people, destroyed a lot of Americans of
Iran by exploding bombs in their place
of gathering together blaming people to
get Americans pesimistic attitudes
toward Iranians.
American troops who are sent to, the
Persian Gulf and may be killed when
fighting Iranian militia are men not
other than your brothers, c ren,
relatives, or friends. Iranians 1 e their
children as well as you do.
It is probably hard for yoq,to imagine
being attacked by other cIptries since
due to your geographical huation you
have never been attacked by any
outside enemy; but this is not to say
that you are unfamiliar with the un-
fortunate effects of war.
If a lesson is to be learned from the
past, there are evidences implying that
living in peace contradicts with the
exploitational measures being done by
the U.S. government. I tend to
discriminate American people from
their government since the White
House impeaceful views are different
from those of the people of the U.S.
If you believe in the way your Bible
tells you to live in peace, and if you
think you still have power and freedom
to convince your government to stop the
U.S. interference in civil Iran affairs,
you are supposed to do it today before
you have more sacrificed, a time that
might be too late if you believe
CMOs Yassai
Graduate Student in the Counseling
& Guidance pept. at Murray State
Univ.
Nitnn Makes Good Point
Dear Editor:
Former Governor __Louie Nunn has
indicated that he may be interested in
returning to the Governor's seat in
Frankfort.
In a recent speech reported by the
state media Nunn said he is -better
equipped to run for the governorship
and take charge of the state in a better
manner than he did before in 1968 to
1971.
-Nurai sa1d -kb- last state budget
totalled $2.5 billion compared to the
current $7.5 billion, three times as
much.
Nunn asked the group, "Are your
schools three times better? Art your
highways three times better? Are you
getting ihree-rithes the State aervlbeS
you were in 1971?" •
These seem like very interesting
questions especially if Nunn decides to
run as a Republican candidate for
governor. And he probably will if the
Democratic candidates don't soon get
their heads together. Every candidate
should face up to the questions he
Garrott's Galley
By ht. C. Garrott
Who Sez We Kant Spel Rite
.Ennie Mower? We Kan Sew!
I don't know whether it was done in
jest, as an attention-getter or as a
simple, understandable mistake, but
the message on the Triangle Inn
marquee a couple Sundays back
proclaimed the day's speciality to be
"Swiss Stake."
The evening before I had been seated
next to Mrs. Irma LaFollette, the past
president of the Murray Woman's Club,
at a Christmas dinner put on by the
Murray .State Woman's Society. The
-.-!"--"converseVen ,came —atentid to ,the.
asked.
Portions of the increase can be
defended by pointing out the inflation in
the budget for the past seven years. I
don't believe that inflation could have
swelled the budget to three times its
former size under Nunn.
I think that the figure are screaming
answer to questions like, Are
.our tax dollars being spent wisely as
they should be?" and "How many
dollars could be saved by an attempt to
eliminate waste and abuses?" -- - -
-Growth of big government and this
eiample of the growth in the state
budget is pouring fuel on the fires of -
taxpayer discontent. •
The way government is using the tax
dollars' is really nagging me and
would gtress many ether taxpayers.
I think this former Governor of
Kentucky has made a good point and•I
would like to have candidates toad-





People Should Have More Say
Dear Editor:
I have been reading with interest the
debate on whether or not to raise city
sticker prices.
I'm sure Mayor Henley has a .of
good reasons for wanting this raise, but
I think the people of Murray should
have more say as to, whether it is
passed on or not. Especially since it
the $5 raise) will affect a lot of our
senior citizens on, fixed inccrmes and
already drastically over-taxed.
I don't have an answer to this
problem, except that the city might
consider exemption for our senior
citizens from this $5 hike. This may or
may not work, but I certainly believe it
should be considered.





(EDITOR'S NOTE — Such an
exeniption was discussed and rejected
,by the Murray Common Council at its
last meeting prior to considering the
city sticktr increase on first reading.)
Firemen Express Thanks
To The Editor:
Members of the Murray Fire
Department would like to take this
opportunity to thank each and every
merchant, and the many citizens who
so generously donated gifts of toys,
y Ledger &•Times
Publisher Walter I. Apperson
Editor . H Gene McCutcheon
The Murray Ledget & Tunes"is publdhed
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4, Ogrol•
mas Day, New Year's Day and rumksgiving by
Murray Newspapers, Inc. 100 N 4th St.,
Murray, Ky 43071 Second Class Postage Paid at
Murray. Ky 42071
SURSCRIPTIer: HATES In .  served by
carriers. 02 75 per month, payable in advance
By mail in ( :snowily County and to Benton, Har-
din. Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington. Ky and
Palle, Buchanan and Puryear, Tn , $1950 per
year. By mall to other destinaUona, 13000 per
year
Member of Associated Pre, Kentucky Press
Aasociation and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
republish local news originated by The Murray
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fruit, milk and candy for the depart-
ment's annual trnas party.
Without the and community
support, th ldren's Christmas
party, which i sponsored annually by
the Murray Fire Department, could not
be the great success whieh it has been.
The department wishes to thank the
following: Uncle Jeff's Pharmacy, Big
K, Fisher Price, Begley Drugs, Story's
Food Giant, Owens Food Market, Big
John's, Parker's Market, Fred's,
McDonald's, Burger Queen, Wendy's,
Murray Home & Auto, Wallis Drugs,
John's Saving Center, Flav-O-Rich,
Kroger, 1GA, Roses, Masco, Scott
Drugs, Murray Cash and Carry,
Advance Tires, WNBS, WSJP, The
Murray I aalger & Times, John Ed Scott
Tree Farm, Murray Coal and Ice,
PaIllrnore Fruit Stand, Bill's Fruit
Stand, Furches Jewelry, John B.
Adams, plus all others who helped and
those who donated toys.
Sincerely.
Meiners of the Murray Fire
Department
I was in St. Louis bnefly a few weeks
ago and went by the company where I
worked for almost 20 years before
coming to Murray. I was visiting with a
long-time friend, one who today is the
company's international sales
manager. Ho- is responsible lor _sales
functions all over the' world ,— in
France, Spain, Italy, Germany,
England, Belgium, South and Latin
America, Mexico, Japan, Indonesia
and even Australia. ..
He was appalled at the inability to
spell observed in graduates coming out
-of some of the nation's major univer-
sities. Specifically, he cited several new
salesmen the mpany recently' had._e
hired fo1lowing.tbir, graduation from
Purdue, Indian no& Ohio State.
"Why, the other day one of them was
presenting a chart session before about
150 rather prominent " agri-
WRITE TO POLMCIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger &a,. Times
periodice4publishes the addresses
of **he state and federal. elected
representatives serving our area
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may -be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses •
Sen. Walter D. Hnddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510 -
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D.'C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852 .
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515'
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in. Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in sessikin by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the • State Capitol Building.
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators




Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
201 S. 3rd Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
atrocious way a lot of people spell
nowadays.
Mrs. LaFollette, a delightful con-h
versationist, came up with this story to
illustrate. It seems this fellow wanted
to buy a gun from a mail order C9III•
pany whose ad he had seen.
He called them on the telephone to
place the order, but because of a poor
connection, experienced great dif-
ficulty in getting across to the girl
taking the message just what he
wanted.
"Gun! Gun! GUn!" he yelled into the
businessmen," he said, "and when he
turned a page there as big as life was
the word- "ingrediences' instead of
'ingredients'! Now who ever heard of
Ingrediences'?
-Ye, gads! What are they teaching
them on the campuses today? It's
certainly not spelling.
"And," he went on, "you should see
the spelling in some of the letters of
application we get. Boy, they make you
shudder !"_
•
office all excited and exclaimed, "I've
found a way to save a lot of time!"
"Wonderful!" the boss exclaimed.
"What have you found?"
"You know that book you had me go
buy the other day after our evaluation
talk — that dictionary?" she said.
"Yes," the boss said. "I remember
it.91
"Well,"-the secretary gushed, "I just
found out that all the words in it are in
alphabetical order!"
• --, 4-4:7+++ .Some years ago, we were going • Chatigiugaile t: The other day Ithrough one of our youngster's aliss
schedule during an "open house."
evening at his school. When we came to
the English teacher, she carefully and
sweetly explained all the things they
were doing in the class and what they
currently were working on.
Then she asked if anyone had any
questions. "Yes," I said, holding up my
hand. "What are you doing to teach
them to spell?"
"Very little," she replied without
hesitation: "%re just dont' have time for
phone, repeating it several times. that Ln fact, I don't know if I could
"Here, let me spell it for you!" Then teach spelling if I had to. It has never
slowly he began to spell. been required since I've been
"Okay, "G" as in 'Jerusalem' ! 'U' as teaching." -- in 'Europe,' and 'N' as in The problem of poor spelling, some of
'pneumonia'!" myelearned colleagues at Murray State
. tell me, is an age-old_pne in the schools.• - The reason is that it demIlicEieri ability. .
that requires total reproduction of the
word or words fraktntntal imagery,
something. muth fferf..difficult, and
complicated than learning words from
seeing them, hearing them pronounced
or seeing them acted out or demon-
It is gratifying, however, to also learn
that there are active,spelling programs
being conducted on all grade levels of
the Murray and Calloway County
elementary schools.
Grate! I supoz won of these daze we r
goin two urn too spel rite agin!
++++++
This all reminds me of a story I came
upon in something that crossed the desk
some time back. This boss had talked
with hIS-Seeretary quite seriously about
her poor spelling at an evaluation
session.





Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense, or reject any letter and
_limit frequent writers!'"
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32. Murray, Ky. 42071.
notlaett a fellow appabaehing from
across the Campus at Murray State.
I thought, "that looks like
Foster Brooks."
On second thought, "No, he looks like
Burl Ives." Then, "No, he really looks
like Ernest Herruningway, but it can't
be. Hemmingway is dead."
About that time I saw who it really
was: Dr. Ray Moore of the Department





Three local citizens have filed ap-
plication to file a suit against the
County Judge and the Piscal Court to
seek a judgment declaring that proper
apportionment of the county be null and
void and to direct the court to redistrict
the county. a
Deaths reported include Mrs. Fannie
Bell Parker, 90, Thomas H. Brandon.
84, Tildon Marshall, Everett 'John
Cooper, Sr., 60, Low Gammons, 73,
John Hopkins, 81, Mrs. Hazel Meloan
Gentry, and Miss Alta Davis. -
William Danny Spencer is pictured
buying the first tieket at the grand
opening of the Cheri Theatre last night.
-Births reported include a boy, Jody
Thomas, to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Speight
on Dec. 18.
W. A. Bradfield of Henderson, Tenn.,
is speaker at a gospel meeting being
held at the New Concord Church of
Christ, Dec. 27-29.
20 Years Ago
Sp4 William B. Tabers, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Rex Tabers, has been named as
Soldier of the Month by the 55th Medical
Group at Fort Bragg, N. C.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Fate
Craig, 81.
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis V. Howard of
Farmington Route 1 will celebrate their
golden wedding anniversary with a
reception at Burnett's Chapel
Methodist Church on Dec. 28.
The Rev. William T. Thomas, rector
of St. John's Episcopal Church, con-
ducted the Christmas Eve candlelight,
caroling, and Holy Communion service
at 8 p.m. on Dec. 24 at the church.
Showing at the Versity Theatre is
Walt Disney's "The Light In The
Forest."
30 Yearstgo-
PFC Eddie Riley has just completed
an electrical engineering course at Fod
Belvoir, Va. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. John Riley.
Deaths reported include qrs. Jessie
r Lena) Paschall, 66.
The tdurray Lions Club delivered
seven baskets of groceries to families in
the county, according to S. C. McKee,
Dewey Ragsdale, and Lester Nanny,
members of the club committee. •
The Rev. T. G. Shelton has accepted
the pastorate of the Big Rock and
Blooming Grove Baptist Churches at.
gig Rock, Tenn.
Showing at the Varsity Theatreaigh
Bud Abbott and Lou Costello in "Tlig;
Noose Hangs High."
By S. C. Van Curon
Politics Will 
erk Up-S6 on
FRANKFORT — Politics will pick up
in Kentucky after the holidays.
The Democratic primary for
nomination as governor-of course -will
draw the most interest since Kentucky
is about 2-1 Democratic. But there will
be plenty of scrambling for the
minority offices.
The Republicans as of midweek were
awaiting what former Gov. Louie B.
Nunn will do. . . announce' as most
everyone expects. This leaves former
State Senator Ray White of Bowling
Green and State Representative
Raymond Overstreet to make a
decision as to which one of them will
stay in the race to contest Nunn for- the
'nomination. White and Overstreet:
according to news accounts, had a
conference last week an‘i they virtu—ally
agreed that both of them cannot run
against Nunn for the party banner.
In a telephone conversation wish
White, he told me about the opening of
his campaign headquarters at fifth and
Walnut in Louisville with the conclusive
statement, "I'm in the race to stay."
plearewhile, there's a covey of
Democrats contesting fernier State
Representative Terry McBrayer _of
Greenup for the right to head the
Democrat campaign in the fall. It is
generally conceded here that Mc-
Brayer has the backing of the present
state administration.
The chief anti-administration calf-j
didates are Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall,
former. Louisville Mayor Harvey
Sloane and First District Congressman
others.Carro11 Hubbard, You can forget l.he
It is generally conceded among close
political observers that McBrayer will.
be the one to beat because he has the
financial backing of the present ad-
ministration and money means a lot in
a race in this state.
Observers here also. seem to think
that Hubbard will be well financed from
his position in the U.S. Congress. He has
a very strong base in the First District
Democratic stronghold.
Mrs. Stovall, the One with the longest
record in state government, has strong
backing from labor and an important
base in about every county in the state.
Sloane has his base in Louisville and
Jefferson County which he will share
with Mrs. Stovall, and this might be an
important factor.
At this stage of the game, -it seems if
, _
the OUTS want to beat the INS of dlk
Democratic Party, some conaolidati*;:
deals must be made. If Stovall. Hub- •
hard and Sloane all stay in the race, all
they are going to do up the anti-
administration vote, and this would
seem .to give McBrayer a 'strong ad-
vantage.
The job now is for the strategists
among the OUTS to get together and
concentrate on one candidate to beat
McBrayer. Their reaSoning is there
no place for them in the nextsaa
ministration if McBrayer wins. It wi
just be a continualion of the presen
crowd in office.
Of 'course, they have to beat t
Republicans in November, but with the
Demoeratic 2-1 advantage the OUT
will make their strong bid in tht`
primary and hope to heal the self
before November.
History is in favor of the OUTS. At n
-time since the turn of the century hataf‘
one faction of the Democratic Partat
stayed in office more than twe-teems
successfon. If the OUTS haven't beateriarea
them, • the Republicans have 'ae;November.
The party labelr' doesn't mean asa• -
much in Kentucky barley as it did' in the
early part of the century'. There are a
lot of independent voters, and a lot ot
conservatives are register-el:fah
Democfatic for convenience in voting'
in local elections in counties where the
Democrats hold a large edge in
registration. The Democratic primaryha
in the lieutenant governor's race has a'a".
strong triumvirate. .. Senate President
pro-tern ,Joe Prather, who already ha.
started his TV advertising Supreme
Court Clerk Martha Layne Collins, ari‘th,"`
Bill Cox, former administrative •
assistant to Gov. Carroll. As of now, n“
.announced alignment with guber-
natorial candidates has been an-
nounoed by any of these three. They all
may run independent races.
Bible Thought
Choose you this day whom ye
serve, But as for me and my house, we ,
will serve the Lord. — Joshua 24:15.
Fathers are still expected to make
decisions for their families. A man can
still decide: "As for we and my house...*
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ARM RECAST
GO rckning -Tips -heel- Extension Specialists at the
University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
In a previous column we
belabored the subject of
digging and storing sweet
.potatoes. Now, as a folio*
up, we are going to tell why
so much emphasis and space
is being placed and given to
this product of autumn
garden.s7.
Years ago that famous old
English gardener and surgeon,
Dr. John Gerard; listed the
sweet potato as being of
"mighty arid nourishing
P a r ts," a__ food that__ "doe_
strengthen and comfort the
body." And now some 377
years later, modern nutrition-
ists are in general agreement
with this old Englishman.
saying this tuber is rich in
Vitamin A as well as a good
source of Vitamin C and a
whole slew of trace minerals
vital to the health.--It is high
in calones and some food.
experts think it has the
potential for becoming 'an
answer to •fool problems of
the world.
The siiTeel—potato , an-
other of the' native American
food plants discovered by
Columbus. Finding it to his
taste; he supposedly earned it-,
moist-fleshed.
In the northern states the
sweet potato is grown only
for human consumption but
in the south, a large part of
the crop is fed to livestock.
For this Utter reatun, horti-
cultunsts are trying to breed
varieties that will produce
large yields cheaply enough
to permit sweet potato
culture entirely for stock feed
and industrial use.
Baked, fried, or broiled
and smeared with butter or
smothered in gravy, the sweet
potato, or yam, as it is widely
known, is wonderful eating.
When 'candied and topped
with marshmallows and
. browned in an oven, its taste
approaches the sublime.
Candy, ice cream, cookies
and a host of °Met delicacies
that are delightfully good can
be prepared from this vege-
table.




back to Spain. Other Spanish 
BY Da irymenexPlorers introduced it into
the Philippines and the East Kieth and Katie Letterman,
Indies where Portugise sailors Murray, -outstanding -young
picked it up andcarried it to dairy couple- representing
China. India, MaliYa and the Paducah Division of
other parts of the world. -.Dairymen, Inc. completed
American culinary history nine other couples at.
notes that sweet potatoes D.I.'s Annual Meeting earlier
were cultivated -in Virginia as this month in Atlanta,,.,
early as 1648 arid in New "e'rgia.
Over 4,000 dairy farm
England in 1 764. Now is---families from 13-states were in
cultivated practically over all attendance at the civic Center
the United States, and for '
that Matter, over most of the
world..
There are two types of
sweet potatoes. ,There are the young dairymen couple for
dryffleshed types, soch as the •1978." Ralph and Opal Mckee,
Jersey.rtaJJlt-_,Slgm...:.,Jr,cif. the __Nashville_ .Division
Jersey and what is known to •. were selected as the runner-up
Kentucky and • Tennessee couple in the contest.
mountameert as the "poplar
root." Then there are the so-
called moist-fleshed types,
like the Porto Rico, and the
favored Nancy Hall Strangely
ali..egetable experts
say, the dry -fleshed types











when James and Rebecca
Townsend of the Old Dominion
Division were selected as
Dairymen Inc.'s "outstanding
A consumer Tie
from Extencon Specialana at
the UK College of Agriculture
Chitterlings are the small
and large intestines of hogs.
Emptied and thoroughly
cleaned, they are a variety
meat worth .trying. They're
highly nutritious, according
to Extension food specialists
with - UK's College of Agricul-
ture. An old-time favorite
no reason. ct y
talM11416;;;;"*'•-•,
17) '
acquire a taste for them, too.
They're good either simmered
or deep-fried.
Raisalhni your way
...with our livestock loans. -
flaming byestocli A your business
ours rs financing agriculture
We re the farm credit people •
Thats our spec:salty
Si) when you ye got a
Yyesescli plan that calla lot
cash count on PCA
leaders in livestock frnenong
We understand your nreda, large
and smell And were committed to •
•
helping you achieve your psis.
and that PCA has ate dedbillty
to talky loan berms and re.
payment to Itt yOUir innocu-
ity 1318/1 We neer you talk-
ing We understand And
*Itt your sound plan and
our money, you can raise
ifteelOCk your way
Jackson Purchase PGA
305 N. 4th St.
Murray, Ky. 753-5602 -
mold toxin poisoning becomes .-_
a dangerous possibility for
Kentucky livestock producers,
Dr. Charles E. Herren, ser-
vice veterinarian at the
Murray ..-State
Veterinary Diagriestie and •
Research Center in Hopkin-
sville, has warned.
Shelled corn and silage
storage is being opened at this
time to feed livestock during
the winter, he points out, and
if drying or preservation
practices have not been
adequate, toxin producing
molds can grow in these
feedstuffs and cause poisoning
when fed.
One Kentucky hog producer,
he .said, already had lost 100
head of finishing' hogs to this
poisoning. Another, a
DIVERSION DITCH — Shown is a diversion ditch that was constructed this past fall
on M.G. tones' farm in Calloway County. This cc:insets/anon measure has diverted
hillside, surface water away from Jones' bottomland and has stopped erosion on one
of his cropland areas. Pictured, left to right, is Jeff Craggs, agricultural engineer, and
John Clendenon, soil conservation technician for the Soil Conservation Service are
shown checking vegetative treatment after construction.
Mold Toxin Poisoning
Poses Danger To Livestock
. -
This is the time OrYear when diaryman, had several calves
aborted _because of mold
toxing poisoning.
Herren emphasized that the
aymptomss4 the problem can
vary, depending on the type of
"grOWINOn _ft-eortLOr
silage. Usually, depression
and loss of appetitie is ob-
served in the animals for
several days, caused by toxic
liver destructiOn.
Some mold toxins, he went
on, can cause bleeding into the






farmers to submit samples of
suspicious, moldy smelling,
feeds' to the labo:atory 'for
analysis.
If a flatiron is dropped on the
floor, this has no effect on it
safety-wise.
C] True _D False
2 The doorpf,an abandoned
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RN never too late for a soittest
Several cases of Blackleg,
one of the oldest, deadliest and
most dreaded of cattle
diseases, has been diagnosed




from Extension Specialists at
the UK College of Agriculture
If you throw away the
liquid from Canned vege-
tables, you're wasting a good
deal of the nutrition that can
originally contained, accord-
ing to UK Extension nutri-
tionists. To get the,full valuc
of the vitamins and mgerals
in the . vegetable liquid, try
draining it off and boiling it
down to about one-third of
its original volume-then add
the vegetable to this concen-
trated liquid and heat it for
serving. Or try using the
liquid in gravy, soup, or in a
cream sauce of stew, the
nutritionists suggest.
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists at
the UK College of Agriculture
— Check the' USDA grade
stamp on the meat you're
buying, say food specialists
with the Cooperative Exten-
sion ,.Service of UK's Ctillege
of Agriculture. It isn't
required by law, but it's the
only way you can tell for sure
what you're buying. USDA
grades for both quality and
yield. Yield is the amount of
beef in proportion to fat and
bone. There are five grades of
yield. A Grade-1 yield has the
most beet compared to, fat
and bone, while . a Grade-5
•yield has the least.
Center in Hopkiniville.
Dr. Wade L. Kadel, director
of the center; in revealing the
detection of the disease among
specimens received at the
laboratory within recent
weeks, went on to stress that
these death losses could have
been prevented with one dose
of a I5-cent vaccine. "It will




out, is caused by a bacteria
that may live in the soil for as





'There' is usually a history
of some form of injury or
bruise caused by handling,5'
he said, "as sick or dead cattle
have crackling swellings
under the skin on prominent
parts of the body."
Most cases_ of the disease
occur in the first two years of
an animal's life, he noted, but
is seldom detected at ages of
less than four months. The
animals generally are found
dead, but can be sick for 12 to
48 hours before their
inevitable death, he said.
As a precautionary measure
against the disease, Kadel
encourages West Kentucky
livestock, producers not to
overlook Blackleg vaccination
and to give it at least 21 days
befor.g.the maternatimmunity
rens out. Preferably one dose
should be given at three
months of age, he said, and
then an insursuice shot given
at six months of ase.
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists at
the UK College of Agriculture
Food stored improperly is
likely to lose quality or even
spoil, ancLwasted 'food means
wasted money. Ground meat,
for example, should be kept
in the refrigerator for only
one or two aays, according to
UK Extension foods special-
ists. For longer storage, put it
in the freezer, Where.. it will
keep for up to threvilenths.
Most home gardeners take a soil sample between November and March, in time to get back the results before spring '
planting. But. C.R. Roberts doesn't know many folks who got the job done this winter before snow storms and frigid weather
set in.
"It's not too late," says this horticulturist with the UK College of Agriculture Cooperative Extension Service. "Take that
sample in for testing now and you'll know.what the soil needs for your late-summer and fall garden."
Roberts thinks it's a good idea to test your soil every year or two to find out if it has enough food to grow big healthy
garclin-prodtice."—.
"Why not grow your fruits and vegetables in the best soil possible?" he asks, even Wyatt just lave a room-size spaCe-set-
aside for a garden patch in your backyard.
Your local county Extension agent for agriculture will send your soil sample in to
This service will only cost about $1.00. ,
Here's the right way to take your soil sample, according to.Roberts:
Taking a Soil Sample
, 
Pick four scattered spots in
your garden.and dig up a
6-inch-dee,p shovelful of dirt
from each place.
4 Turn it out on a piece ofnewspaper to air dry. at room
temperature for 2 days. (Do




9 Save a slice of sod from the
middle of each shovelful.
ri Put 2 cur of the soil sample
into a small box.
the UK soil testing laboratory for you:




g Take the box-of Amato your
" county agent's office. He will
get it tested for you. (It won't
cost much.)
What to do next
.. In two or three weeks, your county agent will give you the results of
'the sail test. He will tell you how'much lime and fertilizer to use, if you
need any. Or he will tell you how much manure or compost to use ifyou
are interested in gardening the organic way.
-




For Up To The Minute
Grain Prices















Why gamble? Protect your
valuables from fire, theft or
loss . . . in• one of our safe
deposit boxes. It costs you
iust pennies a slay .

















































LET'S TALL 0 PCA 
Spread the fertilizer..evenLy over the garden area where new plants or seeds are to be set out or sown. Then turn it under
6 to,IQ 'riches deep with a rototiller, spade, or plow.
C4sntact the county agent for agriculture Hi your local Cooperative Extension Service office for more helpful information.
HisMr cos are free, paid (hr by your taxes.
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Museum Loses Three Works Of
Art To Thieves Christmas Day
•
By DAVID N. ROSENTHAL
Associated Press Writer
SAN FRANCISCO 1AP) —
Like Santa Clauses in reverse,
thieves. .slipped through a
skylight in the roof of the M.H.
de Young Memorial Museum
and made off with a million-




The Rabbi," and the other -17th -
century paintings were taken
sometime before dawn
Christmas Day while a pair of
security guards patrolled
elsewhere in the one-story city
Museum, officials said.
Police speculated that at
least two' thieves took part in
the burglary.
Museum director Ian White
said the pieces "were not
insured individually, but were
self-insured by the city. That
means the city stands behind
the loss. But I don't know how
that Works — we're never had
to collect on a loss like this."
He said there was no in-
dication that a _ransom
demand is involved.
The 83-year-old museum is
next in line to house the King
Tut exhibit when it leaves New
York in June. White said
major security modifications
were being made for that
exhibit, but declined to say if
they included skylight alarms
•
or more guards.
Two of the paintings were in
one room and two in another.
Each was taken in its frame.
Several other works, including
Rembrandt's "Portrait of
Juris De Caullery," were
removed from the wall but
were not "taken, apparently
because they were too big for
the skylight.
The thefts were discovered
about 9 a.m. when the guards
changed shifts at the popular
museum in Golden Gate Park,
which is open every day of the
year from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
White said a piece of the
outer skylight was removed
and a 600-pound walnut chest
placed underneath in the
mia.seum, perhaps for use as a
ladder He said the museum
has burglar alarms, but not at
the skylight _or behind in-
dividual paintings.
Museum officials said the
other stolen paintings were a
night river scene by Aert Van
der Neer, valued at $2,000; a
harbor scene by Willem Van
der Velde, worth $5,000; and
an interior of a Rotterdam
church by Anthonie Delorme,
valued at $55,000.
The museum was
bequeathed to the city by M.H.
de Young, founder of the San
Francisco Chronicle.
Researchers Check Out
New Madrid With Sound
TIPTONVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— A team of' 28 researchers
are sending sound waves six
miles into the earth hoping to
predict earthquakes in the
New Madrid Fault area.
"We put energy into the
ground in the form of
vibrations," said Dan Coffey,
instrument engineer in charge
of the explorations. -The
vibrations are recorded via
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The technicians are com-
pleting a collection of
geological data in the New





The sound waves projected
six miles into the earth and
mapped through a computer




said. The results will be used
by geologists, possibly to
predict earthquakes.
"We are basically looking
for branches of the New
Madrid Fault," he said.
"Experts think there may be
another fault line running
along the Mississippi River."
The project, atiffibrited by
the U.S. Geological Survey, is
conducted by Geophysical
Service Inc., of, Houston,
Texas.
Coffey and his crew don't
know what information their
equipment is recording from
the vibrations.. The un-
derground story will be un-
folded by computer readouts
in Houston. .
"We can't eyeball
anything," he said. "We just
cio the leg work..
"We usually look for natural
resources or oil. This is the
first time we have looked for
earthquake information."
' The mappers have shot .
about 100 miles Tn the New' '-
Madrid Fault area since the
study began in October.
Tiptonville, Where they are
working, is located between
the Mississippi River and
Reelfoot Lake.
"We will shoot about six
miles in Tiptonville," Coffey
said. "We did one road that
runs east and west and are
doing one that rims north and
south and this will complete •




Madrid earthquake of 1811
with subsequent tremors in
1812 that formed Reelfoot
Lake is one Of the three largest
earthquakes recorded in
North America. Geologists
have long said U the New
Madrid Fault area should be
explored to determine if other
faults exist that could be
potentially dangerous.
Dr. Tom Buschback, a
geology research professor at
St. Louis University, said the
mapping .could locate a
susgected rift.
-In California, we can tell
exactly where the potential
earthquake areas are," he
said. -However, in the
Mississippi Valley, we do not




Big U Joe's BBQ
will reopen Wed.; Dec. 27th
Smorgasbord at 11:00 a.m.





















Play practice, tennis, hockey,
target, skeet,_ squash! On-
screen scoring, sound effects,
auto/manual serve, variable
ball speed. Master unit game
controls, remote player unit,
photoelectric pistol For 1-2
players. Reqs. 6 "AA" batts.
FCC registered. 60-3061










Turn your TV into "the
big game"! Hand-held
controls feature master
unit game controls plus
remote for second player.
On. screenscoring,
sbUnd effects,. variable
bail speed. For 1-2 play-













The best music is your own—especially when you
can listen to it without disturbing others! These
phones deliver 10-1 6,000 Hz response. Features
snap-fit head-band and foam-filled vinyl earcups,
10' coiled cord. 33-1008




Made in the USA in Radio Shack's own factories to insure
lasting quality! These antennas deliver true color, crisp
black and white from 60 to 185 miles, depending on the
antenna. The Gold Alodizedt finish fights rust for years
of use Preassembled for easy installation. Come see our
selection There's one for your needs! 15-1640-1645,
15-1650.1654
Check Our Complete Line of installation Accessories.
START THE NEW YEAR OFF SAFELY AND SAVE 21% TO 50%





3 TRC-462 by Realistic
D. TRC:441 by Realistic
CHARGE IT
(MOST STORES)
Ei AM MOBILE 2-WAY RADIO
SAFE ROAD PAL CUT s70
Reg.
169"
Don't risk winter weather alone!




BUY,TODAY & SAVE s40
179"
Fie.92_ L3995
Don't fumble for controls! All
controls on handset Compact
1 1/2x5V4x7". 21-1528
D. BASE STATION FOR HOME
OR OFFICE CUT's30
139"
Know road conditions before
going! LED display, noise limiter,
headphone jack 21-1545
a TELEPHONE-TYPE MOBILE
NOW AT $100 SAVINGS
Reg.
199"
Listen thru either built-in speak-
er or habdset A-NL RF gain
S 'FIF meter 21-1523
999'
El MOBILE AM SINGLE SIDEBAND QA KEEP-IN-TOUCH BASE
WITH $100 PRICE SLASH REDUCED s60
Reg.
269" 16995
SSB triples the number of avail-
able channels Converts to PA -
amp- with CB 'monitor 21.1561
TRC-456 by Realistic
Reg. 799,
Economical way tó communicate
with family, friends-on the road
Lighted SiRF Teter, noise
limiter 21-1540




Thursday, Deceother 28 at 8'
PM, CST on PBS TV, simulcast,
on stereo FM Check local
listings for time -and channel
This .exciti'ng program is




rh,evters prool,ced by MolCbell A.L Jtihnson
;kat Worth P,oducbot11 InC /1 ASSoc.shon
SERA TV Chynr...? 13 pall.,
131 Navah&TRC-440 by Realistic
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Mrs. Gere Dies On
Thursday; Was Aunt
Of Walt Apperson
Word has been received
re of the death of Mrs. John
Gere, the former Imogene
m:person. oe 2305 N. W. 5ith
'Z(rrace, Oklahoma City,
( (kla.
Daughter of the late Mr and
.4rs. Will Apperson of
.Mayfield, Mrs. Gere died
,Thursday at 6 p.m. in an
Oklahoma City Hospital.
Survivors include her
husband, John; one son, Giles
Gere. Tulsa. Okla.: one sister,
Mrs Sherman Ellington,
Tulsa, Okla.; two brothers, C.
Apperson and William
Apperson, both of May
(two grandchildren; and • a
nephew, Walt - Apperson,
-Murray.
Memorial services are
scheduled for Wednesday in
;the Crown Heights Christian
-Church, Oklahoma City, of
„which Mrs. Gere was an ac-
uive member. Burial will also
hemi Oklahoma City.
Henry Cathcart Is
Dead At Age Of 68;
Funeral Is Today
Henry Cathcart died
Saturday at 3:30 p.m, at the
Vanderbilt Hospital, Nash-
ville, Tenn. He was 68 years of
age and a resident of 1306
Wilford, Mayfield.
The deceased, a member of
the 'First Baptist Church,
Mayfield, was employed at
Dairyman's Supply Company,
Ma/field. Born Aug. 23, 1910,
-aikl:•OMFgrang-fawityr7..lari-
tile sari of the ilate John Cath-
cart and Launa Vance Cath-
cart.
- Mr. Cathcart is survived by
Ins Wife, Mrs. Winnie Cath-
_cart; five Sisters, Mrs. Vivian
,Fairris, Hazel. Mrs. Wilma
ailairris and Mrs. Ann
Cochrum, Murray, Mrs. Irene
.Waldrop, Detroit, Mich.. and
:Mrs. Pearl Stubblefield,
Farmington, Mich. -.• .
be funeral is,,beiog bold
y at 1 p.m. at the chapel of
e Byrn Funeral Home,
ayfield, with the Rev.
rles Dinkins and the Rev.
Huffman officiating.
_
Serving as pallbearers are
trt
G.. John, and George Cook,
:is Boyd, -Steve Creighton,
-•.-- SayTe-T1915ilieCsa1511. -Ittrrtar-
ill follow in the Murray City
Final Rites Held
For Mrs. McClure
Final rites for Mrs. Fred
May McClure were held
Sunday at 2 p.m. at the chapel
of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. Bill Whittaker officiatidg.
Wayne Halley was soloist with
Richard Jones as'oitanist.
Grandsons served as
pallbearers and burial was in
the Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. McClure, 05, died




husband, Fred, to whom she
was married on Feb. 25, 1918;
three daughters, Mrs. Bernice
Wisehart and Mrs. Mary
Kinsolving, Murray, and Mrs.
Daymond Carson, Kirksey
Route 1; three sons, Kynois,
Murray Route 6, Floyd,
Murray Route 5, and Blondie,
Murray; two sisters, Miss
Hattie Vaughn and Mrs. Effie
Byers, Murray; 18 grand-
children; 16 great grand-
children. -
Mrs. E. E. Welch
Dies This Morning
At Fannin Hospital
Mrs. Evelyn r Elizabeth
Welch, 817 Hurt Drive,.
Murray, died this morning at
eight o'clock at the Fannin
Regional Hospital, Blue
Ridge, Ga.
The Murray woman, 76, was
preceded in death by her
husband, William H. Welch,




W. F. (Freeman) Fitts,
Murray businessman, died
Saturday at 11:15 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 85 years of
age and part owner of Fitts
Block and Ready-Mix,
Murray.
Mr. Fitts, a member of the
First United Methodist
Church and the Woodrnen of
the World, was an Army
veteran of World War I. Born
Jan. 30, 1893, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the
late Scott Fitts and Ellen
Andrews Fitts.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Van Alice Hutchens
Fitts; one daughter, Mrs.
Howard (Freda) Steely,
Murray; two sons, Gerald
Fitts, Wadesville, Ind., and
Mac Fitts, Aurora; one sister,
Mrs. Arvin (Clara)
McCuiston, Murray Rotate 5;
one brother, Aubrey Fitts,
Murray; a sister-in-law, Mrs.
Rhonda Fitts, Murray; six
grandchildren-Allen, Lisa,
fluffy, and Sarah Fitts, and
Kelly and Con Steely.
The funeral was held
Monday at 3 p.m. at the chapel
of the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. Johnson
Easley and the Rev. Dr.
Walter E. M1schke, Jr., of-
ficiating. Gus Robertson, Jr.,
was soloist with Ron Hampton
as organist.
Pallbearers . were Eurie
Garland, Walter Lee Steely, p.m.
Willis Bury, Herschel Pace; A gospel singing concert will
Jack Dodd, and Rudolph 'be presented by the Singing
Smith. Burial was in the Aivey's. The activities will
Murray City Cemetery.
of the Grace Baptist Church,' 
continue until after midnight.
_ ftefrestiment4,w1gbe SenTct
Walter -Crutcher 'Min le anauy- at 9:10 Oni. an Sattir-dar.'•--- •





Mrs. Welch is survived by
two a. hters, Mrs. Carl
(Lorene ) -Davenport, Blue
Ridge, Ga., ,and Mrs. Eugene
(Mary Lou) McPherson,
Poplar Bluff, Mo.; one son,
Jack Welch, Plymouth, Mich..„
three sisters. Mrs. Lois Morris
and Mrs. Mattie Thomas,
Murray, and Mrs. Codell
Harper, New Port Richey,
Fla.; two brothers, William H.
Crutcher, Hazel, and Clyde
Crutcher, Washington, Ind.;
10 grandchildren; five great
grandchildren.
The body is being returned
to the Max Churchill Funeral
,.j4nrnp but funeral




Mrs. Ruthie Canady of 727
Riley Court, Murray, died
Monday at 6:30 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She was 74 years of age and
the wife of Shelton Canady
who died Feb. 19, 1975. She
was a member of the Pleasant
Valley Church of Christ. Born
Sept. 27, 1904, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter
of the late Johnny Garrison
and Gracie Roberts Garrison. Mount Holyoke College here
Mrs. Canady is survived by sit down to dinner, thy may
--soaf--,-Mesein-.Ceasay-eact- sharisia-,-the- ta with atble -wi —
his wife, Mildred, Murray paramedic, a pharmacist, a
...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...
By The associated Press
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -
Like Santa Clauses in reverse,
thieves slipped_ through a
skylight in the roof of the M.H.
de Young Memorial Museum
and made off with a million-




The Rabbi," and the other 17th
century paintings were taken
sometime before dawn
Christmas Day while a
security guards pa
elsewhere in the one-story
museum, officials said.
Police speculated that at
least two thieves took part in
the robbery.
NEW YORK (AP) - Sylvia
Soto and her 18-year-old
daughter Patricia stopped to
put on their boots and hats
before following the other six
family members and friends
out the door into a wind-
whipped downpour.
The delay in leaving the
Christmas Eve party may
have saved their lives.
The other six - huddled
under a couple of umbrellas to
escape the driving rain -
were crossing the street when
a rusty tan station wagon
emerged and bowled them
over like tenpins.
"My baby! My baby! Take
it from the car," screamed
Mrs. Soto when she saw the
Lifeless body of her 3-year-old
daughter, not far from the
bodies of her husband of 18
years, her son and three of the
fiibe ly's friends.
bodies were strewn
about on two blocks of
Brooklyn's New Utrecht
Avenue. Police estimated the
production continues
declining, They said supplies
of kerosene for public sale also
were short, as well as fuel oil
for public utilities. _ -
ANKARA, Turkey (API.,
Premier &lent Ecetit's Left-
leaning government clamped
martial law today on Ankara
and 12 other cities including
the "devastated battlefield"
of Maras, where religious-
political fighting has left it
, least 93 dead.
The semi-official Anatol*
news agency said Gen. Necditi
Urug inunediately took up hik
post as martial law coin.
mander in Istanbul. It said he
reported to the Selinnys
barracks, which house;
Turkey's 1st Army assigned tis
defend the Thracian peninsula
and look after the strategie
Bosporus Straits.
ris rp
car had been going ''at least 60
MOW' when it hit the group- Ch t as Trees-. Cause
Police arrested a 24-year
old auto mechanic and
charged him with drunken
driving and criminally
negligent homicide in con-
nection with the hit-and-run.
APS
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) -
Iran's oil supplies were
headed toward critically low
levels today as new protests
flared against Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, the
embattled monarch who
reportedly has agreed in
principle to trim his power but
not step down.
Some Tehran gas stations
ran out of fuel today and
government sources said
almost no gasoline may be
available within 24 hours if
A Third Of Fire Deaths
By the Associated Press
Christmas trees, symbols of
the holiday season, were
responsible for nearly a third
of the 50 'fire deaths that oc-
curred during the holiday
weekend.
A short-circuit in a string of
Christmas tree lights . ap-
parently touched off a New
Orleans blaze on Christmas
Eve in which five children of
Ida Perkins and three of her
grandchildren were killed.
She escaped with two other
children. The victims ranged
in age frorn 1 to 18.
In Dallas, a family of four -
the parents, an infant, and an
older child - died Christmas
morning in a fire blamed qin
faulty Christmas tree lights.
The charred bodies of the
parents and an infant were
huddled near the front door of
their wood-frame home.
Investigators surmised they
had almost made it to safety.
The body of an older Child wds
found in his bedroom.
In Central Islip, N.Y., a
woman, her husband and her
90-year-old mother died in a
fire that authorities said
appeared to have started near
their Christmas tree.
The Rev. Paul T. hicClarm,
retired minister of the United
Methodist Church, died
Saturday at 9:30 a.m. it a
hospital in South Bend, Ind.
The deceased was 85 years
of age and a veteran of World
War I. Born May 30, 1893, in
Henry County, Tenn., he was
the son of the late William
McClarin and Laura Weldon
McClarin. His wife, Mrs.
Frances Louise Miller
McClarin, died in 1966.
Rev. McClarin is survived
by one daughter, Mrs. Henry
Weber, South Bend, Ind.; one
son, the Rev. William R.
McClarin, Covington, Tenn.;
two sisters, Mrs. Sarah Pitts,
Sharon, Tenn., and Mrs. Ruth
McVay, Van Horn, Texas;
seven grandchildren; one
great grandchild.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
First United Methodist
Church, Paris, Tenn., with the
Rev. Henry Weber officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Maplewood Cemetery there.






Church at Briensburg will
have a Watch Night Service on
Sunday, Dec. 31, starting at 7
Church of Paducah will join
the Briensburg church for the
New Yearleve service.
The public is invited to
attend, according to the Rev.






( AP) - When students at
etery. columnist f or an alternative






Age You Are, We
Automatically Figure
Your Discount
To the Lowest Penny
All Our Customers
Are Senior Citizens






The Price You Pay Is What
Saves You Money
Try Our Discount Cash Prices
Uncle Jeff's
Safe-T Discount
641 So Pharmacy .3.175
WE FILL STATE MEDICAID PRESCRIPTION
Route .5; three sisters, Mrs.
Jimmie (Opal) Taylor and
Mrs. Allie Cunningham,
Murray, and Mrs. Earl
. MILLI& ) Partin, Ypsilanti,
Mich.; two brothers, Jim
Henry Garrison and Clifford
Garrison, Murray.
-Three- grandchildren sur-
vive who are Mrs. Brooks
(Carolyn) Darnell and Mrs.
Jimmy (Theresa) Knight,
both of Murray, and Jackie
Canady, Hopkinsville. Eight
great grandchildren are also
among the survivors.
Funeral services will be
held Wednesday at 2 p.m. at
the chapel of the -Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home with
Connie Wyatt officiating.
Burial will follow in. the
Murray City Cemetery.
Triends may call at the




Special services will be held
at the Almo Heights Church of
Jesus Christ on Saturday,
Dec. 30, at 6 p.m.
The speaker will be the Rev.
Irby Reed of Paducah.
Thursday, Friday &Saturday Only! -
Dec. 28-29-30 -
All Toys in me store 1/2 Price
This Does Not -Include Wheel Goods
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Phone
753-2571
crafts teacher in Saudi
Arabia, or a 2-year-old girl.
During the past decade the
liberal arts college for women
has gradually replaced the
traditional olderbousemother
with a new look. Now ouriger
head residents who live in
small apartments located in
each dorm serve as role
models, friends and coun-
selors to the 1,850 un-
dergraduates.
Eighteen of the head
residents are married, with
husband and wife sharing the
responsibilities of heading up
dorms housing from 36 to 131
students.
Many of the head residents
are students themselves,
attending graduate sChool at
. nearby universities. Others
leave each morning for a wide
variety of jobs off campus;,
several are parents. High-
chairs in dining rooms or
sandboxes otithe lawn identify
their living quarters.
And for one dormitory
there'sra doctor in the house --
a head resident who's a first-
year .medical resident at a
nearby hospital center.4.„,
Stock Market
Prices of Omit of icesl interest at
noon, F.rrr, today, furnished to the
['doer & Titres by Fir M of Vol" kga n,
Corp . of Murray. are as folio% s
Industrial Averse. -1.0
Air Prods:0 0% '+in
A:n.4001 NOlan 4% 
+%.'Amhbed 011  ...-  NM -ite
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Nearly three-quitters of the
homes in Iceland are heated
by geothermal energy - heat
from the ground - according






Save BIG, Save NOW on RCA XL-100 floor samples





















*RCA XL100 COLOR CONSOLE TVS*
The Space Saver 21"
The Carrera Pecan 25"
The Bennington Maple 25"
The Bennington Pine 25"
The Carmona Pecan 25"
The Brandy Wine Maple 25" ,
SAVE $130 The Townsend Walnut 25"
SAVE $200 The Cumberland Pine 25"
SAVE $200 The Washington Maple 25"
SAVE $200 The Kent Pecan 25"
SAVE $200 The Seville Pecan 25"
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Cold shooting didn't help
matters any, but in the end,
it was an old nemesis--
free throws — that helped
plummet the Murray State
basketball team to its
eighth defeat.
Memphis State rode its
25-of -33 free throw shooting
and the Racers' frigid 35-
percent field-goal shooting
for a 79-54 blitzing Satur-
day in Mid-South Coliseum.
The loss dropped the
Racers to 2-8.
The defeat was the
second straight for
Murray. The Racers had
managed - a -.modest two-
game win streak after
dropping their first six to
open the season. Memphis
State upped its mark to 5-4.
Despite its cold hand
from the field, Murray
stayed close to the Tigers
in the first half until the
hosts sccired the final six
points of the half to gain a
31-21 advantage.
Keith Oglesby led
Murray wilh 14 points,
including 10 in the first half





The 6-8 senior hit S-Of-ll•
shots for 11 points.
Four Memphis State
players scored in double
digits. Kevin Fromm led
the way with 19 points,
followed by Hank
McDowell with 17, Rodney
Lee with 15 andIony Rufus
with 14. The Tigers' leading
scorer, James Bradley,




with a 16-point average,
had his second straight
sub-par game. He hit only
4-of-17 shots for eight
points. He had managed
just four in the Racers'
next-most-recent outing, a
-67-57 loss to Northeast
Louisiana Dec. 21.
Prior to Saturday's
game, the Racers had
outscored their opponents
•
by six points from the field.
The difference was at the
free-throw line, where
Murray foes had made 52
more than the Racers.
Memphis State's biggest
lead was the final score. It
scored three baskets in the
final few seconds for the 25-
point margin.
Murray will be in
Greenville, S.C., for the
Poinsettia Classic Wed-
nesday and Thursday. The
Racers face Georgia
Southern Wednesday at 9
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Murray State managed to stay close to Memphis State in the first Wolf Safordoy flof coodi •Ron Greene, shown above during a home game earlier in the season, watched As %ars palaway for a 74-54 triumph. The Jou dropped the Racers to 2-3. They face Georgie Southern in thePoinsettia Classic Wednesday. 
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Jones' Defense Kayos McAdoo
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
Bobby Jones has added
another dimension to the
Philadelphia .76ers a team
that always had-the offerisive
firepower but occasionally
approached defense . as an
afterthought.
"We've got some defen-
siverninded people now," says
guard Doug Collins of the
76ers. "We're playing both
ends of the =M it Makes a
difference."
Jones, who came to
Philadelphia in the big off-
season trade that sent George
McGinnis to Denver, harassed
New York's Bob McAdoo into
5-for-14 shooting as the 76ers
trounced the New York Knicks
109-94 Monday before a
capacity crowd of 19,571 at
Madison Square Garden and a
national television audience.
Jone,i aggressive defense
has rubbed off on his new
teammates. The swarming
Sixers limited New York to 30
percent shooting in the first
half on 13-for-43 as they
established a 45-32 lead and
New York never recovered.
Philadelphia led by as many
HS 22_points in the third period
and the Knicks came no closer
than 10 after that.
In other NBA games, the
San Diego Clippers beat the
Seattle SuperSonics 123-118
and the.gortland Trail Blazers
defeated the Golden State
Warriors 115-102.
forward Julius Erving,








half. "Our defenie La- riiiieff
more effective. Last year we
were more explosive of-
fensively, but this year we are
more solid allaround."
And the reason is Jones, a
member of the NBA's all-
defensive team who also
excels at_pessing and moving
without the ball. White
McGinnis is averaging 24.6
points and 11.6 rebounds for
Denver, Jones' contributions
have been vital to
Philadelphia's success.
"It's a trade that has
worked well for both teams,"
said Philadelphia Coach Billy
Cunningham. "Denver seems
pleased with George, and
we're certainly happy to have
Bobby. He's fit in beautifully.
--"Wer"CfiltillotrITFOrtfiftt t
season."
-We've got the confidence
now," said Jones. "We came
out a little more organized
than they were, we worked
hard on defense and that was
it."
Collins added 16 points for
Philadelphia and Joe Bryant,
Jones and Darryl Dawkins
had 14 points each. Ray
Williams topped New York
with 14 while McAdoo
managed scored only 11, 14
below his seasen average.
SHOE SALE
Ladies' & Mens' Fall and Winter Shoes
Name Brands First Quality
Jim's Shoe Outletsou,„,,„E SHOPPING CENTER







The thought of playing in the
Louisville Holiday Tour-
nament this Thursday against
the nation's 12th-ranked team
once terrified Bill Cofield. But
not now.
'Instead'-o( going against
the Louisville Cardinals with a
25 percent chance of winning,
we've definitely got a real
chance," says the coach of the
Wisconsin basketball team.
The reason for his sudden
high optimism was a 65-52
victory over 13th-ranked
Marquette on Saturday, a
triumph that Colleld called the
biggest of his career.
"It's great to be the state
champion," said Cofield after
Wisconsin's first victory over
the Milwaukee school since
1969. "The fans have been-
waiting nine years for this."
Cofield has been waiting
some time, too, to establish a
strong program in the Big
Ten, which has long belonged
to the Indian, Michigans
and Ohio States. It seems that
he has finally done that this
year, with a 6-1, record so far.
"If you want to create a
viable basketball program,"
he said, "you have to earn
respect."
Illinois, another. Big Ten
surprise package this year,
has been earning respect, too
--a 94 '
improved their undefeated




smashing 71-57 triumph over a
strong Texas A&M team in
Saturday night's finals..
Kentucky, meanwhile:lied
to settle for third place this
time in its home-grown
tournament in Lexington. The
nation's 11th-ranked team
beat No. 8 Syracuse 94-87 in
the consolation game of the
UK IT.
Larry Petty scored 15 points
and played a bruising game
under the boards as Wisconsin
snapped a 15-game losing
streak against Marquette.
Petty effectively shift off
Marquette's Odell Ball, a 15-
point scorer who only scored
seven this time.
Derek Holcomb scored 17
points and tournament MVP
Neil Bresnahan picked off 14
rebounds to lead the Illinois
triumph. Texas A&M sealed
its own fate With a poor
shooting performance, hitting
only 27 percent of Its shots in
the first half. The Aggies
trailed 14-10 with 13:33 to gob;
the period, but were outscored
17-0 over the next six minutes
as Illinois turned what had
been expected to be a close
game into a rout.
In a contest that many
originally thought would be
the UKIT's championship
game, Kentucky defeated
Syracuse as Chuck Aleksinas
scored 20 points. The Wildcats
blew most of a 24-point lead
before holding off a late
challenge by Syracuse.
"It was predictable that
game would be a riew--eV-
perience for us and that there
was the possibility it weuld
take the pressure off us," said
Kentucky Coach Joe Hall. "I
believe that was a factor in us
shooting 61 percent in the first
half. I was really proud of our.


























10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Featuring:
*Real Pit Barbecue
*Pork *Mutton *Ribs *Chicken
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Purdue Romps To Peach Bowl Victo
By the Associated Press
Perennial Big Ten Con-
ference powerhouses like Ohio
State abd Michigan may have
to move over and make sonic
room for Purdue next year.
The Boilermakers gave
notice to the rest of the con-
ference Monda), romping to a
41-21 Peach Bowl victory over
Georgia Tech at Atlanta with
sophomore Mark Herrmann
throwing two touchdown
passes and scoring a third TD
hunself
In Monday's other game,
UCLA played a 10-10 tie
against Arkansas in the Fiesta
Bowl at Tempe, Ariz.
In Saturday's games, Texas
mauled Maryland 42-0 in the




Maybe it s time to see the new
—and very reliable—A 8 Dick
990 plam paper copier
The 980 has aii ot the Most
wanted" teaturis 01 machines
costing 50% more—including
the versatility to make 11' 117
copies copy both sides and





• 116 NORIO 7TH
MAYFIELD 247,5912
Missouri downed Louisiana
State 2015in the Liberty Bowl
at Memphis, and North
Carolina State defeated
Pittsburgh 30-17 at the
Tangerine Bowl in Orlando,
Fla.
"I can't wait to get started
on nes; year," said Herr-
mann. ''We've got a lot of
young guys corning back.
Purdue is going to be a
national power."
Herrmann hit Raymond
Smith for a 10-yard TD, found
Bart Burrell for a 12-yarder
and scored on a 2-yard run
:himself for the first TD of his
career as Purdue wore down
Tech, which played without its
leading rusher, injured Eddie
Lee Ivery. Freshman Wally
Jones also scored a pair of
TDs for Purdue on runs of 3
and 8 yards.
The Boilermakers, 17th
ranked going into the game,
finished the season at 9-2-1.
Tech ended at 7-5.
In the Fiesta Bowl,
Arkansas built a 10-0 lead in
'he first half against UCLA on
a 4-yard run by Roland Sales
and a 37-yard field goal by
Ismael Ordonez. Rut
Bruins came back to tie the
score behind surprise starter.
Steve Bukich., a senicif
quarterback who had thrown
only three passes all season.
Peter Boermeester, who
missed a 25-yard field goal in
the first period, kicked a 41-
yarder to get UCLA on the
scoreboard in the third
quarter. Then, with 8:32 left to
play,- Bukich ran 15 yards for
the tying touchdown. The
score was set up on Bukich's
36-yard pass to Severn Reece.
UCLA Coach Terry Donohue
said Bukich replaced junior
Rick I3ashore, a two-year
starter, because "he f Bukich t
is a five-ear play et and has
Happy Holidays
To All
Don't Forget Our After
Christmas 1/4 Price Sale
ALLISON'S Cards'and Gift's
Downtown Court Square Murray
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/
had a lot of disappointments at
- UCLA. 1 felt I owed it to tam to
start." -
UCLA Milshed its season
with an 8-3-1 record, while
Arkansas wound up 9-2-1.
The two Christmas Day
games set the stage for a busy
college bowl week. The action
icontinues Friday with the
'BlueGray game at Mon-
tgomery, Ala., and the Gator
Bowl at Jacksonville, Fla.,
with Clemson facing Ohio
State. On Sunday, the
Bluebonnet Bowl matches
Stanford and Georgia at
Houston.
Then, next Monday, on New
Year's Day, the four glamour
bowls will be Played. Penn
State and Alabama tangle in
the Sugar Bowl at New
Once Upon A Time
NFL Upstarts Nitsice This A Faitylide Seaton
Orleans; Michigan plays
Southern California in the
Rose Bowl at Pasadena,
Calif.; Nebraska faces
Oklahoma in OK Orange Bowl
at Miami, and Notre Dame




And now, for a holiday
fable:
Once upon a time, there was
a football league. And in this
league there were 28 teams of
assorted sizes and shapes.
Some came from tiny, map-
dot towns like Green Bay,
Wis., and Tampa Bay, Fla.
Some represented big cities
like New York, Chicago and
Los Angeles. And some
carried the ,names of whole
states or sections of the
country like Minnesota and
w England.
The one thing these 28 teams
had in common was their level
of efficiency. All of them were
mediocre.
This was a result of
something called parity,
although some people insisted
on calling it parody. The
league loved parity because it
meant that every week, every
team had a chance to win. And
that was a very nice situation
for teams who had worked
long and hard at developing a
legacy of losing.
So, all through the 1978
football season, the people
who operated the league
chortled as the long-time
losers scored upset after
upset. "Look at that," said the
league's proprietors. "On any
given Sunday, any team can
beat any other team."
Then it came time for the
playoffs, and parity played a
trick on the league. It, refused
to go away.
During the regular season,
it was fine to have hopeless
New Orleans beat powerful
Los Angeles and bumbling
Baltimore bop division
champion New England. That.
after all, is how parity works.
But in the playoffs, it was time
for the league's top teams to






Ernest Graham, 'who scored a
-school record 44 points that
paced the Terps to a 124-110
upset win over. fourth-ranked
North Carolina State last
week, has been selected as the
Atlantic Coast Conference
player of the week.
The 6-foot-7 Baltimore
native enjoyed the highest
scoring game by an ACC
player in more than two years.
He connected on 111 of 25 field
goal attempts and eight of 10
free throws in only 25-minutes
of playing time Against the
Wolfpack.
He set school records forC"
most points scored in a single
game as well as most field
goals.
•.
The scoring spree vaulted
Graham to second place in the
conference individual scoring
race. He is averaging 20 points
per game; behind Jeff Lasrip
of Virginia, hitting for 21.4
points per game.
di
assure a first-rate matchup
for the ultimate contest, that
game of games, the one with
the Roman numerals.
But they didn't. A strange
turn of events occurred in the
playoffs. Parity ruled and in
every game, the Oderdog
won. And so goes the fable.
—During a typhoon that
struck Los Angeles two
minutes before kickoff and
lasted until two minutes after
the final gun, Minnesota edged
the Rams 2-0. The winning
points were scored when Jim
Marshall, who celebrated his
41st birthday a day earlier,
tackled Pat Haden in the end
zone. Theccioklen Age Society,
Marshall's guests at the
game. cheered wildly.
—At Dallas, Steve Bar-
tkowski threw a - 95-yard
touchdown pass on the final
play of the game and ex-
bartender Tim Mazzetti
kicked the extra point with no
tune left on the clock as
Atlanta edged the Cowboys 21-
20 in yet another ho-hum-finish
for the Falcons.
—Dan Pastorini threw away
his crutches, cast and flak
jacket and passed for 300
yards as Houston defeated
New England 14-10. There was
considerable confusion on the
Patriots' 'bench when • Coach
Chuck Fairbanks, waving a
-Colorado football brochure,
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—Denver advanced with a
24-21 victory over Pittsburgh
when quarterback Norris
Weese chased a messenger
from the sidelines off the field
and called his own play for the
winning TD.
But that was only the start.
Next came the champiOnship
games.
—It was 10 degrees below
zero and there were two feet of
snow on the field at Min-
nesota. The Falcons, wearing
galoshes instead of cleats,
simply wore down the Vikings,
winning 3-0 on Mazzetti's field
goal. After the game, the
bartender stirred hot toddies
in the dressing room for his
teammates. --
-In the other title game at
Denver, Houston Coach Bum
Phillips had a brilliant stroke
of strategy. He dressed all the
Oilers in orange and the
Broncos couldn't pick them
out from thg fans, who all
wore that same color. By the
time Denver found them, the
Oilers had scored a 21-17
victory. '
And that's how it came to
pass that, in this fable, Atlanta
and Houston played for the
championship of the entire
world.
The---Totttesr-wasT
Parity Bowl I. -















SYDNEY, Australia — Tim
Wilkison upset John
Alexander of Australia 6-4, 2-6,
6-4 while another Aussie, Kim
Wirwick, defeated Sherwood
Stewart 6-7. 7-6, 6-4 Saturday
to advance a) we finals of a
$175,000 tennis tournament.
In the women's semifinals,
Australian Wendy Turnbull







You get 12 pieces of fish,
8 Southern style
hush puppies, a pint of
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Winners were determined in a recent intramural volleyball tournament at North Calloway
Elementary. The event involved all 7th- and 8th-grade classes. The winning girls temp (above) is,
front row from left, Shonna Noonan, Lisa Cunningham and Teresa Lawrence. In back are Debbie
Hudspeth, Cindy Bazzell, Gina Coy and Brenda Armstrong.
The winning boys team (below) are, front row, Rob AndersorWAarty Hayes and Van 
Bucy. In
bock are Louis Berberich, Bryan Tebbetts, keith Lovett and Steve Young.
NFL Playoffs Take Place
In Form Of Rematches
By the A3sociated Press
_Rediatthes—i-,;;Ierat - the
pairings in three of the four
- games scheduled this
weekend as the National
• Football r eague playoffs




Conference game exactly two
weeks after stopping the
Broncos at the 1-yard line on
the final play of the game for a
21-17 victory. On Sunday,
Houston's wild-card Oilers
travel to New England to take
on the Patriots. Earlier this
season, Houston topped the
Pats 26-23.
In the National Confere,
tHe wild-card Atlanta Falcons
play the defending champion
Dallas Cowboys on Saturday
while Minnesota is at Los
.4 It:
Angeles- on .Sunday. The
Feleons not----playeet-
Dallas this season but Min-
nesota dropped a 34-17_
decision to the Rams.
The LA-Minnesota pairing
marks the fifth titne these two
..leams -have collided the
• playoUs. The Vikings have
won the first four contests-the-
most recent one 14-7 a year
ago in a California rainstorm.
The NFL playoffs began on
Saturday when Houston and
Atlanta advanced in wild-card
games. The Oilers stung
Miami 17-9 while the Falcons
rallied for two touchdowns in
the final five minutes to defeat
Philadelphia 14-13.
Oilers quarterback Dan
Pastorini, wearing a flak
jacket to protect sore ribs and
a brace on his knes, completed
20 of 29 passes for 306 yards in
Houston's victory over Miami.
IReeniite--tieeks- -Tim -Wilson__
and Earl Campbell, both also
nursing banged-up ribs,
combined for 160 yards and
scored one tbuchdown each.
Toni Fritsch kicked a 35-yard
field goalthat snappeda-7-74ie
in the fourth quarter.
"There was never any doubt
in my mind that I'd play,"
said • Pastorini. The flak
jacket, similiar to a bullet-
proof vest, was the idea of a
friend, who demonstrated its
effectiveness by putting it on
and then absorbing several
body blows with a baseball
bat.
Brown Braving The Celtics
Boston Owner John Y. Cites Responsibility As Club Owner
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
Six months ago, John Y.
Brown- was lugging a-brief-
case around Coronado, Calif.,
site of last stunmer's National
Basketball Association Board
of Governors meeting. The
briefcase contained folders
bearing names like Min-
neapolis, Dallas, Miami,
Louisville, Birmingham and
assorted other dots. on the
map. --
Brown was looking for a
place to relocate his Buffalo
Braves. He had purchased the
NBA club a year earlier, but
had little interest in keeping it




But Brown wasn't really
happy with any of them.
Now he's co-owner and
chairman of the board of the
Boston Celtics, perhaps the
most prestigious franchise in
the NBA, even if the team has
come upon hard times lately.
"Anyone. would have to be
happy to own a franchise like
the Celtics," Brown said in an
interview at the club's offices
in Boston Garden. "They're
the New York Yankees of
basketball."
Brown, who previously
owned the Kentucky Colonels
Basketball
FAST
sdelptu.90, Old Westbury 64
Ruston U. 84, Fairfield 76, OT
lirklyn Coll 82, Dominican 61
Connecticut 97, Maine 79
Huislra 72, Manhattan 70
Iona 75, New Orleans 52
John Jay 67, Hunter 60
Pace 811, C.W Post 75
St. Bonaventure 86, Upsala 67
Siena 99, Cleveland St 91
Wagner 79. Staten Island 67
SOU/11
Ala.-Birmingham 73. St. Louis 70
Alcorn St. 95, Dillard 83
Jacksonville 74, FDU 61
Louisville 88, Providence 70
Maryland 121, Carusius 103
Memphis St. 79, Murray St. 54
S Florida 72, UNC-Charlotte 70
Vanderbilt 88, Rice 59
MIDWEST
Bowling Green 76, Butler 73
Detroit 79, Cent. Michigan 72
Evansville 86, Morehead St. 73
Iowa 112, Drake 73
S. Carolina 57, Minnesota 53 .
Wisconsin 65, Marquette 52
SOUTHWEST -
• Arkansas 93, S. Mississippi 79
represented a
home for the
of the American Basketball
Association, then took the
Yankees analogy a step
further.
"I've got .a certain amount
of responsibility to uphold,"
he said. "It's a piece of
Americana that you want to
try to rebuild, just like George
Steinbrenner when he took
over the Yankees. It's the
same kind of challenge here. I
like the idea that they were
down. I. would hate to have
come in here when they were
riding high."
The Celtics, with Bill
Russell in the pivot,- won 11
titles in 13 years starting in
1957. Then, with Dave Cowens
in the middle, they clfrnbed
back atop the heap in 1974 and
1976. But they dropped to 44-38
in 1977 and fell apart com-
pletely last year when they
staggered to a 32-50 mark, the
worst in the franchise's
history.
"Owning the Celtics won't
be satisfying to me until we
get this program turned
around," said Brown, who
along with partner Harry
Mangurian gained control of
the Celtics in a franchise swap
with farmer owner Iry Levin.
Levin took over the Braves,
moved them to San Diego and
renamed them the Clippers;
'Anybody would have to be




Its The Associated Press
Eastern Coo/create
Atlantic Division
W L Pct. GB
Washington 23 11 676
Philadelphia 20 10 .667 ' 1
New Jersey '17 13 — .567 4
Nes York 16 19 .457 PI































19 11 .633 —
17 15 .531 3
13 30 .31111 ki
14 22 .31119
11 21 344 9
Pacific Division
20 12 625 —
21 13 618 —
21 13 618
18 14 .563 2
17 17 500 4
15 20 419
National Football League Playalit.
At A Glanee
By The Associated Press
Sunday's Wed-Card Games
National Conference
Atlanta 14, Philadelphia 13
Americas Comferesce
Houston 17. Miami 9
Di-vials:mat Playoffs







Houston at New England
National Coafereace













pleAsed to go from
Cdlonels to Buffalo to the
Celtics," said Bfown, who
made millions merchandising
fried chicken and now spends
most of his time in Lauisville
and Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,
with frequent trips to Boston
and California. "But I'll tell
you, it's no fun having a team
that's a loser.
the
"I would rather have had a
team in my hometown
(Louisville) where I could be
more involved, or at least
watch the games and follow
the progress. I guess as we go
along I'll spend more and




At El Pam, Texas
Texas 42, Maryland 0
Liberty Bawl
At IldeinpMs, Tem.
Missouri 20, ISU 15
Tangerine Bowl
At Orlando, Fla.




Purdue 41, Georgia Tech 21
Fiesta Bawl
At Tempe, Aria.
UCLA 10, Arkansas 10 (tie)
Dec. 2111 .
Blue-Gray Game












Dayton 05, Tulane 67
Third Piece
Penn St. 64, Florida St. 57
E. Washington C'briatmas Tournament
Third Piece
Varner-Pacific 91, Cal-Baptist 84
Heidelberg lavitatiesal
6 Third Place
Baldwin-Wallace 74, Mt. Union 70
Moots St. Holiday Festival
Third Place
Loyola, Ill SP, N. Illinois 88
Kansas-Newman Clark
Third Place
Friends 93. Baker 91
The Eagles led Atlanta 13-0
with five minutes to,play when
Steve Bartkowski
manufactured another hair-
breadth finish for the Falcons
Kentucky hryltiltkosal
Champlaashilp „
Illinois 71, Teltaa Mad 57
Third Place




'Middle Tenn. 72, Cal-Santa Barbara 65
MtSS YOUR PAPER?
Svirscribers who have not
received their Isesne-dislivered
copy of The tillerrey tedeir
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
Friday or by 3.30 p.m. on Sate,
days re *god 753 1916
between 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m
Monday -FrWay, et 3:30 p.m
arid 4 p.m. 5wHordsys, to insure
delivery ef the eeerspeper Cells
most be. *cod by 6 p.m. week





A Divisres el the Tappan Cassespany
Our nationwide sentinel service organization includes more than 4000
authorized service agencies throughtut 50 states to provide service
when you need it. For service on all your Tappan Appliances in the
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Notre Dame (11-3-0 i vs Houston c9.2.0i
Sugar Bowl
At New Orleans
Penn State(i1-0-Oi vs Alabama i
Rose Bowl
At Pasadena, Calif. _ •


















































lube & Oil Change
• Up to 5 quarts
10130 major brand oil
• Helps protect mov-
ing parts •, Helps en-
sure outset operation
• Chassis lubrication
arid oil change • In-
cltidea light trucks •










• Hews protect tires
hand vehicle perfor-
mance • inspact and
rotate all 4 tires, theTit
sopension and steer-
1n9' system • Set cast-
er, camber and toe-in
to proper alignment















0711.14 & 071415 whiterrall
















Choose 6 95.1.4,S71114. or 078.14
brscliwall 91%4_25_4 to 4IC .5 IT
depending on sire No trade
needed Viiiiitewalis poly




system analysis • In-
eta l new points,
piuge, condenser and
rotor • Set dwell and














No extra charge for
alr-conditionod cars
Just Say 'Charge It'
11=raffilli (Astra,
Revalving
gyve a (1ww Scream
Ilse any of till,.' other w•y• robot Our Own Cordlbener Credit Man
• Mosier Cherie • Visa • Ahi•rwan Express Card • Carte 
Blanche
• Down Club • Cash
Confidence Starts Here GOODIVE/IR
Store Illansrgoi Robert B. Rudolph, Jr.
Goodyear Service Store
Store Nears: 1:30 a.m. until 6:00 p.m. Dail! - Open Friday Until 1:00 
p.m.
Murray, Ky.721 S. 12th Street
753-0695




Easy-To-Install Fireplace Saves Energy,
Adds Aesthetic, Dollar Values To Home
Spring and .summer sea-
sons offer an excellent time
for homeowners to save en-
ergy, gain aesthetic bene-
fits, and increase home
value by inSialling a wood.
burning fireplace in an ex-
isting room or as part of a
home addition.
From the earliest settlers
who used fireplaces to keep
cabins warm, the glow of
fireplace warmth has pro-
vided a center for family
togetherness. Today, fire-
places add significantly to
home value . . and heat cir-




- fireplaces, such as those
manufactured by Heatilator
Fireplace Division of Vega
Industrics, offer all the ben-
efits of the traditional fire-
ace with the additional ad-
vantage of easy installation





the fireplace is self-insulat-
ing and can be installed a-
gainst walls or studs. The
units are manufactured in
Many standard sizes for use
in or against a wall, in a cor-
ner, or between rooms.
' The zero clearance prop-
erties of a fac'fory-built
wood-burning fireplace give
the homeowner versatility to
choose his own customized
exterior facings, witft panel-
ing, rough-sawn planks or
imitation brick used to
create the desired decora-
-tiVe effect, from traditional
• to moderns
The especially-designed








Modem zero clearance heat circulating fireplaces such as this Model 3 I 38 from Heatilator Fireplace
enable a do-it-yourselfer to install a complete energy-saving fireplace system. CLOCKWISE FROM BOT-
TOM LEFT: Once fireplace bnit is In place, chimney starter section is fastened. Chimney is run through
ceiling to roof, with firestop fastened to top of header at ceiling. Fireplace is framed out with studs.
Exterior facings of paneling or imitation stone or brick are applied to produce the finished product.
Heatiiator's patented insulation system enables the fireplace to be butted directly against wall or
studs.
Heatilator factory-built fire-
places can be run directly
through the ,ceiling to the
roof, or throtigh a closet to
save space. The chimney re-
quires 2-inch clearance and
parts can be set and locked
in place.
Energy-saving features are
incorporated in heat circula-
ting fireplaces such as
'Heatilator Fireplace Model
3138, which draws room air
into a patented heat ex-
changer surrounding the
hearth' area, then returns
By ELAINE Q. BARROW
AP Newsfeatures '
Ingenuity m handcrafting
Christmas tree ornaments was
never, more evident than in
.thoSe created by' artists across
the nation for Vice President
and'- Mrs Walter Mondale's
Christmas tree.
Fifty of the 100 that will-
adorn the -Creativity.' tree in
the vice-presidential mansion
were recently extittoited publi-
cly for the. first tune at the Mu-
seum of Contemporary Crafts
if the American Crafts Council
in New York City. They will
soon be back in Washington for
the family's tree trimming.
Handblown glass swirling
with color, a stitched hand-dyed
angel, a ceramic Santa riding a
polka-dot kayak, a crocheted
cornhusk . dolls and a
beaded Indian figure *ere just
a few of the artifacts to dazzle
the eye. There were equally
stunning innovations in, wool,
silk, linen, wood metals, paper
and cookie dough Both new
and established artists were
represented. •
Joan Mondale. an ardent sup-
porter of the -arTSO- said. -This--
holiday tree celebrates the vi-
tality and creativity of the
American imagination." '
This tree is alsc, a reminder
of the tradition of exchangtng
and displaying one's-handmade
creations with family and
friends at holiday time.
This is the second year that
the Mondales will decorate
their tree with handcrafted or-
naments.
The collection was assembled
in 1977 through the resources of
the Crafts Council under the di-
rection of Paul Smith, director
of the ACC's Museum. •
Carol ,Morgan, a 'spokes-
woman, said, • 'When we invited
people in the crafts from acrdss
the nation to participate. using
mate.rials that they are associ-
ated with, we were over-
whelmed. Specially designed
ornaments came' from every-
walk °elite."
Mrs. Mondale- had specified
that it not be just a celebrity
tree. "Week after week, 6oxes
poured in and the contents
were symbolic .of the tree of
f e " according to Itts...lorgan.
Among the ornaments are
stitched and hand-dyed soft-
--IciiIpIttr,e_ angels by- -botit--Lie---
Chaures
REFINISHING & CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE
c is,
Rein , • • g Repo rs
.) Bross Hardware
Also
Custom 8„,o K rchen Cabioets or






Don't worry and wonder about learning your way -
around town. Or what to se* and do. Or whoa to ask.
As your WELCOME WAGON Hostess, I can simplify the
business of totting settled. Help you begin to enjoy year- ---
new town. . . good shopping, local attractions, community
opportunities.
And ipy basket is full of useful gifts to please your
family.
Take a break from unpacking and call me.
Inge King 492-8348 - Mary Hamilton 753-5570
All Types s Sizes
Put A Bang Sparkle 8 Wfzz ,r; you,
CHRISTMAS 8 NEW YEARS
LONGVIEW
ONE STOP
1'4 miles east of Paris Looding Bridge, TN, U
79,,Ist stop on right
Open 9 a.m.' to 9 p.m.
Phone 615-232-6801
the warmed air to the room.
This heat also can be ducted
to an adjacent room if de-
sired.
Another energy-saving fac-
tor is glass doors designed
for use on zero clearance
fireplaces. The doors radi-
ate heat into the room and
cut down on room heat lost
up the chimney while the
fire is cooling down.
The doors are available in
a variety of finishes and
can be installed easily on
Most new or existing Heati-
-
lator fireplaces.
Add glass doors to your
fireplace this spring or
summer and you'll find the
investment repaid with en-
ergy savings next winter. Or
if you're planning to install
a new fireplace in a new or
existing room, consider a
factory-built unit that in-
cludes glass doors.
That advice comes from
Heatilator Fireplace Division
of Vega Industries, industry
pioneer in factory-built heat
circulating fireplaces.
s- -1*1.4 le a Tr eel.-
JOAN MONDALE
nore Davis of Tennessee and .
Elizabeth Gurrier of Hollis,
N.H. The Santa in the polka-dot
kayak of highly glazed clay is
by Bill Stewart of Hamlin,
N.Y. and the striped. woven
and crocheted Icicle by Jean
Stamsta of Wisconsin. Arline
Fisch of California provided an
mmarnent of woven silver - -----
A wide range of techniques,
--and materials were..
handblown glass, appliqued and
embroidered trapunto, woven
and plated precious metals,
construction of metallic plastic,
antique silk, cookie dough, wo-
ven and crocheted fiber, paint-
ed wood, coiled copper wire
and clay.,
Richard Dulany of New York
City fashioned. Trumpeting An-
e--gels of bread dough, while Bill •
Stewart offered a second sub-
mission, a ceramic flying bird.
Gary Noffke of Athens, Ga.,
presented an imaginative silver
starflake and Mary Ann Scherr
of New York City created a
Stars and Stripes mobile star.
An original by Rtith Nivola of
East Hampton, N.Y., was de-
scribed simply as an ornament
of crocheted embroidery thread
with its interpretation left to
the beholder's eye.
"You might even call some of
them in .the European tradi-
tion," said Miss Morgan. "They
are things we could be doing
through the year for Mother's
Day, Valentine's Day and other
special days -- things that are
more valued at a nine our lives
are becoming more impersonal.
-We live in a mass-produc-
tion age, and a hand-thrown'
mug is something of more val-
ue. Art is part of our lives and
should not be relegated, to mu-
seums.
'Furniture two centuries old
is valued and yet only now are
museums beginning to acquire
the work of the contemporary
craftsmen, and beginning to
-----eeftee*ve-ef-m-as the art -of te-
nnOrrOW,
--llitrs.---Ntoneral -expresses a
comparable view '-saying, "In
this age of machine-made pre*
ucts, the crafts put us in touch
with our own -individuality.
They inspire that spirit of cont.,
munication between the creator
and user that is reaffirmed
each time we use a mug, a
plate or other article tnade by
one person for another. Each of
these Christmas ornamentels a, _
joyful example of that tie."




rooms in our house within the
next few weeks. Soule years
ago when I -tried my hand at
painting, I user4 brush and a
stepladder. This time I'Want to
try a paint roller and scaffold-
ing. I have two stepladders and
want to buy a scaffold plank to
put between them. What size
.tplank should I use'
, A. - The use of a plank,
placed across thi steps of two
ladders, is usually recommend-
...id because it does softy with
the chore of going up and down
the stepladder to move it every
few minutes. While this is true,
it fails to take into account that
the two ladders and plank alto
must be moved quite a few
times, and that this movement
is a little more difficult than
simply moving a stepladder I
have always found it just as
easy to use a single stepladder
for an ordinary room with the
usual 8-foot ceiling However, if
you want to buy a plank, it
should be about 10 feet long.
Tell the lumber dealer how it is
to be used and he'willaive you
the proper kind and, size. It you
buy the paint and other sup-
plies at the lumber yard, there
lea possibility the dealer Wed
let you borrow a plank. Some
large paint stores carry such
planks for lending or renting.
_
Q Ttit• concrete floor id
our basement is starting to get
a very fme layer of dust on it. I
vacuumed the floor and iVwlis
HOMES FOR AMERICANS
, aramil . I
TERRACE
MASTER 2

















































THIS SPLIT-LEVEL WAS designed to meet the -
needs of the family . which requires ample sized
--becirvoms an0 spaciottaliving quarters. Plan-RA 1060C
has 1,470 square fee( in its upper levels. For more in-
formation write—enclosing a stamped, self-addressed
envelope—to architect Lester Cohen, Room 505, 48






Odds and ends of interest to
do-it-yourselfers:
While wrought iron can be
painted to match any color
scheme, black is the over-
whelming color preference for
applications by home own-
ers...Never discard the tags
and labels that come with such
things as appliances, rugs and
clothing, since knowing the se-
rial numbers of appliances can
save time and trouble in re-
placing parts arid servicing
Knowing the fiber content of
rugs helps in knowing how -to
remove spots, and knowing how
to clean and wash clothing can
prevent damage...Wide planks
in floors are more susceptible .
to swelling and warping than
.standard strips_ ..Clogged gas
burners can sometimes be
cleared with toothpicks.
Fly wood -and-other materials
that come in sheets are sena by
the square footage, which is ob-
tained by multiplying the width
by the length, so that a sheet in
the standard size of 4 feet by 8
feet is 33 square feet. Wood,
chemically impregnated to re-
sist decay and insect attack, is
now being used for some con-
struction foundation systems
which have been approved by
the Federal Housing Adminis-
tration and the Farmers Home
Administration for their mort-
gage insurance prOgrams.
The purpose of so-called
How Much Is
clean for a few 
weeks,gettmg dusty again. How Gan I Your Homebut it is 
correct this condition?......,
apply a cdat of water glass or 
eally Worth?A. - Vacuum again Then-71-11
solve other concrete sealer Do
you intend to paint the concrete
now or at some later time' If `
so, read the label of the sealer
to see whether it can be paint-
ed
Q. - I clean all paint brushes
right after using them and usu-
ally have no problems with
them, but recently I cleaned a
truth I had used to apply shel-
lac' and got nothing but a sticky
mess. I had bought the brush
especially for shellac and didn't
use it for anything eLse, 'so I
can't see what went wrong
What is your advice'
A. It sounds very much as
'though you cleaned the btush
_with turpentine, which is fine
for paint but not for shellac
The solvent for shellac is dena-
tured alcohol, which must also
be used for cleaning the brush
You are right in keeping that
brush only for shellac
(The techniques of using var-
nish, shellac, lacquer, stain,
bleach, paint remover, etc , are
detailed in Andy Inna's book-
let, "Wood Finishing in the
-Horne," available by sending 35
cents and a long, STAMPED,
s e I f-addressed envelope to
Know-How, P.O. lips 477, Hunt-
ington, N.Y. 11743. Questions of
general interest will be an-
swered in the column, but indi-
vidual correspondence cannot
be undertaken.)
Have you consttlered what it
would cost — at today's prices
• --- to teplace your house with
one of the same size and
quality?
Give it some thought — or
you may be caught short if
your house is destroyed or
severely damaged by fire,
hurricane, tornado, or any of a
number of other disasters,
according to the Insurance
Information Institute.
Thousands of people are
underinsured today because
they're overlooked the fact
that property values and
construction costs have tteen
climbing steadily.
Costs Vary from place to
place, but in an average
comitunity a home built -for
$25,000 in 1970 would have cost
about 839,000 to build in 1075;
more than $48,000 in 1978.
Actually, your policy should
be geared to --tomorrow's
replacement costa. -
So it's important to you that
you upgrade your
homeowners coverage an-
nually. The additional cost is
relatively small, arid you'll
find it's a good investment if
yea have a serious logs.
double insulation on power teals
is to prevent any accessible
metal from becoming "live"
even if the primary insulation
fails, .One way to clean filters
on warm-air heating systems is
to remove them ahd vacuum
with the nozzle attachment on a
household vacuum clea-
ner...Aluminum furniture kept
outdoors can be prevented from
becoming pitted' by being given
a light coat of paste wax. ..A
tie-down is a system for an-
choring. a mobile home , to the
ground to prevent or reduce the
possibility of its being rolled or
pushed off its block by high
winds...Design etsineers say
that when a new eolor becomes
popular io small kitchen appli-
ances, it moves to -the larger--
appliances, then to the kitchen
1111k and flnatty bath,-
room, ..A pneumatic pipeline
systemtleveloped in Sweden to _-
carry refuse from housing com-
plexes to central waste-process-
ing facilities is now being used
in several countries, including
a few locations in the United •
States.
Timely Safety Tips
Avoid Chills, Check Furnace
When the cool days and
even cooler nights of autumn
arrive, the rush snormally to
turn on the furnace and make
the house comfy, cozy once
-Afore. But rushing to -hum n on
a furnace that hasn't been
properly serviced or inspected
could make things hot for
you sooner than you expect.
Underwriters Laboratories
Inc. (UL), a not-for-profit or-
ganization which haa. tested
products for public safety
since 1894, reminds you that
defective heating equipment
not only deprives a family of
needed warmth while raising
fuel bills, but could create
very real hazards. A faulty
heating plant can result in fire
or asphyxiation.
The following practices
, performed on a regular basis
should help to keep the heat'
ing equipment in good run-
ning order:
Replace disposable air fil-
ters when dirty with replace-
ments that bear the UL
Listing Mark. Wash permanent
filters in mild soap and water
to help increase furnace effi-
ciency and promote safe
operation.
Keep the furnace area clean
of combustible materials.
Be sure that warm air out--
let registers and air returns
are not covered by materials
such as rugs, drapes, curtains
or the like:
Examine the room ther-
mostat for the correct setting
and to be sure it is free of dust.
Clean and inspect the
humidifier for optimum oper-
ation.
Even though you have
kept your unit in top operat-
ing-rendition, UL still recom-
mends thira qualified service-
man perform the following
inspections and service at the
beginning of each heating
season
(4,
An exhaust fan should be lo-
cated where it will pull the
stale air from a room, not
where it will pull replacement
alt out, which is why it is so
important that a kitchen ex-
haust fan be placed near the
range to catch _the smoke,
odors, grease and mois-
ture.. .Rubber toilet Bumpers
available in hardware and oth-
er stores can be screwed to the
tops of wooden ladder rails to
prevent damage, to house siding
when the ladder is placed.
against it; the bumpers can be
glued into place on metal lad-
-de-c.a.
For safety's sake, no cons -
venience outlet or electrical
switch should be within reach
of the bathtub, sink or show-
er. ..When using a paint-var-
nish remover', be extra sure to
follow the directions on whether
the residue should be washed




WASHINGTON (AP) - The
exhibit "Loose the Mighty
Power: Impressions of the
Steam Engine in--America"
will be on display at the
Smithsonian's National
Museum of History and
Technology through January. -
1979. . e exhibitTh traces steam
power in America from the
18th to the 20th century, an era'
in which the country shifted .4
from an agricultural to an,:-.1
industrial economy_
The steam-powered ,mills, -
locomotives and steamboats,
. which dotted the landscape in
Increasing numbers and
permanently changed the
character of the land; form the
exhibit's focus, according to
the museum.
Inspect air blower belt'',
adjust the tension or replace
them if worn.
When applicable, riepend-
ing on the type of equipment,
eliminate accumulated scale
from the firebox and com-
bustion chamber. Inspect for
perforations, cracks or open-
ings in the heat exchanger
which may permit products
of combustion to leak into
the heated air supply.
Inspect flue pipe and con-
nections between appliance
and chimney.
Clean the circulating air
blower wheel and also the
combustion air blower wheel
if one is provided on your
heating unit.
Check boilers for proper
water level. If a low water
cut-off is provided, determine
that the cut-off is functioning
properly.
Determine that all safety
controls (limit and primary
safety controls) and fuel
shut-off valves are in working
order.
If the unit contains an
adjustable fan switch, the
controls should . be set. 'to
.manufacturer's recommend=
ations.
Lubricate all motors ac-
cording to the manufacturer's
instructions.
If you have an oil-fired ap-
pliance, the following checks
and services are recommended
by UL for the oil burner:
Clean and adjust ignition
electrodes and replace if they
are worn.
Inspect oil pumps, lines
and fittings to assure that
they are free of oil leaks.
Check the burner flame
for the proper pattern. Re-
place the nozzle if necessary.
UL urges consumers to act
early to perform the required
inspections and service, before
the unit is needed.
Smoke Detedors
For The Extra Minutes
Is your home equipped with
smoke detectors? They're a
small investment, the
Insurance Information
Institute points out, but they
can save your life!
The principle is simple: a
fire breaks Ai somewhere in
the house...the smoke or the
beat quickly activates the
smoke detector...and the
device responds with an ear-
piercing alarrh. You and your
family will have precious
minutes to escape.
Smoke_ detectors _ are
especially important at night.
Smoke and poisonous gases
can overcome and kill
members of a sleeping family
before they become aware of a
fire. (Most home fires start at
night.)
Authorities recommend that
every home have at leastona
smoke detector of a type
approved by Underwriters'
Laboratories or some Other
recognized testing laboratory.
It's, best to have at lead one on
each house level. If you limit
yourself to one, your best bet
is to _install. it J311 a hallway
ceiling in the bedroom area.
See Marjorie Major
Trovel Coosultont
EAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY
TOURS, CRUISES, ROMs MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL RMS. le-ttattlE
 hacker's bY mi. •
Pric.moo as direct.
For  leformorroo sod
Traria-Utereture
753-60G0 (4646).











Adults 18 and Over
Tickets:




S H 0 P PE
Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky. 42071 753-4150
Ws Build Brick or Stone Wood Burning
Fireplaces Featuring:
Smoke Free Guarantee
• 25 Year Warranty 81 Protection Plan
One Day Installation-
No Foundation Iltiquired
Over 150 Models Available
•
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.DISCOUNT DUG CENTERS 
Bel-Air Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
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Cheer Today, Groan Tomorrow:
I.
EVERY DRY IS SALE DAY 10 THE WISSIFIBISI
Timely Tips For New. Year's Revelers




If the approach of New
Year's Eve brings thoughts of
mingled merriment and
morning-after misery and you
may want to pause to ponder a
Ntew timely tips.
The Bootees Diary," a
tongue-in-cheek calendar
distributed at holiday time to
customers in some British
pubs, list S 101 ways to
describe the state of in-
toxication..
AM011g them: ban jaxed,
besotted, bibulous, blotto and
brained. Canned, caroused,
corked, crashed and creased.
Drenched and drunk. Elec-
trocuted, elephants and
elevated. Foxed, flushed and
fuddled. Gassed and glass-
eyed. Half-seas over and hit-
and-missed. Incapable and in
your cups. Jugged and juiced.
Legless and lit-up. Maudlin,
merry, mesmerized and
miff y. Newted, obfuscated
and one-over-the-eight.
Pickled, pie-eyed and pruned.
The diary mixes some sober
fads with its humor. Drinking
on an empty stomach leads to
rapid intoxication. "Tuck in a
good meal first to give a
comfortable lining to your
stomach," the authors advise.
"Remember, warm drinks
take effect more quickly than
rCROSSWORD PUZZLER 
ACROSS 8 Outcast
_ %Moccasin 9 Crony
.4 Decoration 10 Be in debt
-9-Kitty . Spreatt
12 Lubricate 16 Helps
13 Wear away 18 Bucket
14 Reverence 20 Wend -
15 Beg 22 Trapped
17 Drank heav- 23 Dwell
24 Hindu gultii












Answer to Monday s Puzzle
k:EllTlf -11:Al A W
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56 Vat - •••-a- monkey
51 Peer Gynt's 55 Silkworm
mother. 56 Soak
52 Crimson 59 Symbol for
53 Capuchin tellur LIM
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cold ones and drinks with soda
or tonic hit you faster because
of the carbon dioxide gas
content. Drinks containing up
to 20 percent alcohol, like
wines and strong beers, are
absorbed and take effect more
rapidly than those of higher
alcohol content which cause
stomach irritst* and delay
absorption."
Amid warnings on the
dangers of driving after you
have been drinking, the diary
suggests testing your sobriety.
"The balancing trick. With
your hands by your sides,
stand on one foot by raising
your knee to thigh level.
Thirty seconds? Not bad. Now
do it again with your. eyes
closed. Three seconds? Call a
cab."
Hangovers, according to the
diary, are caused not by the
alcohol itself but by non-
alcoholic ingredients called
congeners which provide the
distinctive flavor and aroma
of different drinks. The diary
doesn't put much faith in
hangover cures, but it offers
some anyway.
— Drink a glass or two of
cold water as soon as you
awake. It can't do any harm
and at least you'll give all









Is se 1290 - 75.14118S
reap haat. ai ren Dew
think about."
— Aspirin, taken with
water. "Not dangerous, but
not desirablis----A couple of
aspirin ma i relieve the
hangover eventually, but so
will time."
— Black coffee. ,"Hot and
sweet, this „will sitebuily
disguise that foul furry taste
on your tongue, but only
tempogarily. It'll do nothing to
combat your general in-
disposition and, at today's
prices, there must be a bettaf
way of spending money."
— The real cure. "Strongly
recommended ... Take the
juice of one lemon (or orange)
and a generous measure of
honey. Stir well before
drinking. That's all, but if you
must know, it's the Vitamin C
of the lemon and the fruit
sugar fructose of the honey
which do the trick by
hastening the rate at which
your body breaks up those
congtners."
Bath-County-Has Mix
To Take Care Of Ice
OWIN9SVILLE, Ky. AP,
— Take one part salt and add
two parts clean limestone
rock. Mix well, and store
indoors. The. result? Part of
Bath County's formula for
keeping highways clear (if
snow and ice.
When the state was suf-
fering under a blanket of snow
and ice last winter, Bath
County road crews were
earning a reputation of ef-
ficiency in the Gateway Area
Development District.
Citizens band radios
delivered words of praise as
drivers commented on the
good highway conditions, a
GADD official said, and
county judges in the five-
county district discussed ice
and snow removal at a recent
meeting — , asking Bath
' aatc-ixiaf ul•
-Because of that rePutiron,
Bath County's operation was
Happy Holidays
To MI
Don't Forget Our After




























featured in a snow and ice
removal seminar last week at
Owingsville.
"Some highlights that came
out of working wjth them was
that their foreman works with
the local police dispat-
cher...and they keep all their
equipment ready to go the
minute the weather starts
getting bad," said Basha
Cannon, a district managerial
specialist. "We found in our
research that most counties
don't do that."
The Bath County crew also
mixes its rock and salt con-
coction ahead of time and
stores it indoors until it is
needed. When the flakes start
falling, "they start ahead of
time," Ms.. Cannon said,
laying a blanket of the mix—
ture before much ac-
C-um,u1410011 Purksible-
For enian Burl Sverinaii-
asSighs priorities to the
various routes in the county
before the snow season, so
"each man knows when he
comes in what his duties are
and where he's supposed to
go," Ms. Cannon said.
The crew also has developed
a means of constructing their
own equipment. "The men
said you could make a low-
cost scraper from • a bridge
beam.. and a dump truck,"
she said.
In addition to BathCounty,
the GADD includes Mon-
tgomery, Rowan, Menifee and
Morgan counties.
Fireworks -
mein -Ism • •
Injure 140-,
On Holiday
By The Associated Press
Police in Kentucky and West
Virginia are attempting to
discover who sold the
 _fir-6;990M that sent_about_140-
people to the hospital
Christmas Eve, many of them
to have fingers amputated.
The . fireworks apparently
had defective fuses that
caused them to blow up as
soon as they were lit, police
said. Authorities said victims
told them the fireworks were
imostly M-80s, which are more
powerful than firecrackers.
There was a steady stream
of injured flawing to hospitals
in eastern Kentucky Sunday,
according to Sgt. Gary Rose of
the, Pikeville detachment of
Kentucky state police. But he
knew of only four cases of
people coming in Monday.
---- ManY of the injured ap-
parently - were celebrating
Christmas eve, police said.
A nurse at Steven's Clinic in
Welch, W.Va., said all 12 of the
people treated there had come
in Sunday. Seven of them lost
fingers, a hospital apokesman
said.
The nurse said the injured
had said that the firecrackers
were purchased from a man in
a van who traveled through
the Jaeger area of McDowell
County.
But in neighboring Mingo
County, W.Va., a trooper said
that the nine or 10 people hurt
there had obtained the
fireworks from a resident of
the Kermit area.
And in Pikeville, Sgt. Rose
said, "we have not had reports
of 8 van, but that doesn't mean
it might not have come
through before Christmas and
we just haven't beard of it
yet." •
Rose said some of the
,fireworks had come front
stores.
The sidle of fireworks is
illegal, in iWest Virginia and
-Kentucky.' Possession. of the
fireworks iS allowed in
Kentucky, but forbidden in
West Virginia.
I. LEGAL NOTICE 
A F settlemment of
accounts has been Wed in the
Calloway district court byOphie Lee Steels, executrix,of the estate of Maud Millet,deceased. Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in
the Calloway district court
on or before January 10, 1979,
the date of hearing. 
A FINAL settlement of cci
counts has been filed in the
Calloway district court by
Charlie Billington, ad-
ministrator, Of the estate of
Bonnie Billinglon, deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
district court on or before
January 10, 1979, the date of
hearing. 11, 
A FINAL settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway district court by
Elisha Orr, executor, of the
estate of Jay Paschall Orr,
deceased. Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in
the Calloway district court
on or before January 10, 1979,
the date of hearing. 
A FINAL settlement of ac
counts has been filed in the
Calloway district court by
C.D. Vinson, Jr., Executor,
of the estate of C.D. Vinson,
Sr., deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must be filed
in the Calloway district court
on or before January 10, .979,
the date of hearing.
A FINAL settlement of
accounts has been filed in the
Calloway district court by
Carlie Paschall, executrix, of
the estate of V irgie Paschall,
deceased. Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in
the Calloway district court
on or before January 10, 1979,
the date Of hearing. 
A FINAL settlement of ac-
counts has been filed in the
Calloway district court by
Ole B. Winchester, ad.
ministratrix, of the estate of
Minnie Lamb, deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
district court on or before
January 10, 1979, the date of
hearing. 
A FINAL settlement of cc. 
countshas been filed in the
Calloway district court by
Mrs. "Zann Patton Ray,
executrix, of the estate of
Gladys Lynn Swann,
decesed. Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in
the Calloway district court
on or before January 10,1979,
the date of hearing. 
A PERIODIC settlement _at
acaltiaM hat bfelf1ThitiTir
C a I Iowa y district court by
Sue Haneline and Fern
Darnell, co-execfrices, of the
estate of Audie Crouch,
deceased. Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in
the Calloway district court
on or betcke January 10, 1979,
the date of hearing.
THE FOLLOWING
Fiduciary appointments
have been made in the
Calloway district court. All
claims against these estates
should be filed with the
Fiduciary within six months
of defeat qualification.
William Dilday, West View
Nursing Home,•Murray, KY,
dec'd. Anna Mary Ragsdale,
Rt. 3, Murray, KY,
Administratrix.
Hobert Preston Adams, Rt.
7, Box 171, Mayfield, KY,
dec'd. Emma Lou Enoch
Adams, Rt. 7, Box 171,
Mayfield, KY, Executrix.
Wilford Warfield, Hazel, KY,
dec'd. Gertrude Wart ield,
Lorena Semands, 1304 Peggy
-Ann Drive, Murray, KY,
dec'd. Lilburn L. Wilcox, 507
Broad - Street, Murray, KY,
Executor.
Lowell Edmond Clifford,
Marquitta Kay Howe, 718 7th
St., Columbus, IN, 47201,
Executrix.
Margaret Lucille Clifford,
dec'd. Marquitta Kay Howe,
716 7th St., Columbus, IN,
47201, Executrix.
Essie_ Rmyes,_
i---r, A I, deEd7TrUeaeni ille
Kemp, 2500 Coldwater Road,
Murray, KY, Executrix.
2. NOTICE
GLASS WORK. Auto glass,
custom made picture frames
and mirrors. Storm windows
and doors repaired. Glaas
teOle tops and shelves
Shower doors- and patio
doors. Store front work and
Plexsglass and window glass
replaced. M & G GLASS, 816
Coldwater Rd, 753-0,190, 
NOTICE. THE city of
Murray will accept bids for a
diesel fuel and gasoline
supplier. Bid infornratIon is
available at the City Clerk's
office, 5th and Maple. Bids
must be at the City Clerk's


























21/2 miles north of
Murray on.,641. Call
753-4566 and ask for
Robed, Nell or Jo or
better still drpp by
• and browse around.
6. HELP WANTED
2. NOTICE FULL TIME and part timeFOR WATKINS Products, help for day Shelia and eign1
contact Holman Jones, 217 S shift$ No phone calls please












100i 15 low boy tires IOW and
1100 110 and 12 tires, wheels, I
some 900 10 for sale, also
eariysT.nlilngs.rand Master. 7594739
•
GOD I S.LOV-E ; If you would
like to know anything about
the Bible, call 759 4600. 24
hour phone; not a tape. Bible
Facts. 
GOD LOVES AND WANTS to
help you. Call Bible Facts,
759.4600.
WE NOW HAVE THE Love
Studio negatives. If you had
pictures made at Love's
during the past 25 years, we
can supply you with reprints.
Carter Photographic Studio,
753.8298. We copy and restore
old photographs. 
,YOUR NEED is our concern.
NEEDLINE. 753-6333. 
S. LOST & FOUND 
FOUND: BILLFOLD with
the name Alan on it. Owner
can call 489.2377 and
describe. 
LOST. LADIES watch with
band. Reward. 436.2399.
6, HELP WANTED 
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
for honorable discharge vets
















HI. BUS. OPPORTUNITY 
FOR SALE:,. Carson's
Grocery store, good location
in Kirksey. For information
call 489-2519 and leave your
phone number.
12. INSURANCE
fervid conipenles. fee beef
swears and Reel Estate, )02
N. 1290 • iss-mas,
ea stelnie hew's, whit 3 dill-
Wes contact Mien M-
G* ere eget writine inierance
14. WANT TO BUY
WANT TO BUY good Wad
moble homes. Call 502327-
1362. 
WANTED - TO 'PURCHASE:-
Good used backhoe.
Calloway County Fiscal
Court. Call Rob Walston, /53-
4846, or Judge Miller's office,
753-2920. 
15. ARTItLES FOR SALE 
FOR SALE: 5 piece drum
set, cymbols and extras
included $250. Sears Ken-
more sewing machine, $30.
_Gun rack. Portable black
and white, both need repairs.
Call 436-5857. 
HALF PRICE SALE, Club
Aluminum, I, 1/2, 2, and 3 qt.
covered saucepans, 10 inch
covered skillet, 4I/2 qt.
covered dutch oven, choice of




Mainland China at the Green
Door, Dixieland tenter on
Chestnut. 
SALE CORELLE ex-
pressions dinnerware, 20 pc
set, Wild Flower, Meadow,
Indian Summer, April, or
Blue Heather. Your choice
$39.99. Wallin Hardware in
Paris, TN. 
SALE REVERE ware,
copper bottom, save 40
quart sau pans. Double
percent onai, 1/2, 2, and 3
boilers, 1/2 and 2 quart, 41/2
qt. dutch oven, 8 qt. stocR
pot...7,9, and 10 inch skillets.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
PHILCO FROST-FREE
refrigerator with ice maker,
$ 1 5 0 . Westinghbuse
refrigerator, $65. Call 753-
0762.
ATTENTION LADIES AND MEN
SALES CAREER
MAN-SIZED INCOME-LIMITED TRAVEL
waare moduclururs daunicalapededlessiditeddistrialditediseel sod ediumedel asekde.
lased emoduien
Ogir gloceelded 181 :4=4 Ann WM 40 WON ready on a
OpiessUi= $150 rowed, expense allowance pito
all:=111 Aup Mudd sad proftt altartisg. Maeseemsot op-
peelndy•
Nyman a lord whir wile a dress dellre tie useneed. we MI bp
wed or *se and maw tosp yen bends aide eneeenetd. Wes
1111=In opclonal aid earpedift ate arntedeicaLt bring to us ekik wet Way sib doe Indication dselimenent Late model ear rewind kW rams to:
An fqed Opportunity Employer.
BOREMOSUCMESKAA-COMPINIAVION...---
P. 0. Box 30310
MEMPHIS, TH. 35310
or phone tol,1 free 1-800-238-6150
John Smith ,Ron Talent
From Gallery of Homes Agent, Ron Talent
EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO SELL
When listing your home with a Realtor to sell,there are a variety of arrangements you canmake. But if you are seriously intent on sellingyour home within a reasonable time and at theprice you are asking, it would pay to considermaking an "exclusive right to sell" agreementThis gives the Realtor the right to his com-mission if he actually sells your home during thelisting period, or if another-Realtor sells it, or ifyou sell it yourself.
Under these conditions, the Realtor will havethe added incentive and protection to go all-outin heavily advertising your house and showing itto prospects, he will not be afrAid,of bringing itto the attention of other Realtors who may havequalified prospects. As a rule, Realtors are willingto cooperate and share' the single commission.That gives you the advantage of having severalRealtors make a determined effort to sell yourhome.
JOHN SMITH, REALTOR




Bill Harrison 759-4531 Linda McKinney_753-8567
Cut the cost of those
high heating bills
Dott't hesitate, Insulate
Blown in or Batts
Type I, Class 1,
TVA approvelfinsulation
.Free Estimates.
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, 1, 1/2, 2, and 3 qt.
tucepans, 10 inch
skillet, 4l/2 qt.














14, 1/2, 2, and 3pans. Double
'2 and 2 quart, 41/2
oven, 8 qt. stocR
rid 10 inch skillets.
•dware, Paris, TN.
FROST-FREE
Dr with ice maker,
West rnghbuSe
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LIME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!16. HOMY-FURNISHINGS
We y, Se r bode
Used Furniture or Ap•
pliances
Hodge & Son, Inc.
17. VACUUM CLEANERS
ELECTROLUX Sales and
Service in Paducah call 1
443-6469. In Murray call Tony
Montgomery 753 6760.
20. SPORtS EQUIP. 
BATAVUS MOPEDS
Christmas special. $399.50,
525, free aCeessories. Murray
Sport & Marine, 718 54th St.,
753-7400.
22. MUSICAL
FIR SALE: Used high
back piano. Approx. 60
years old, in good con-
dition, needs tuning,





• 24. MISCELLANEOUS 
A LITTLE .PUDGY - over
weight- downright fat, you
have tried everything? You
have not tried behavoria I
. modification! A new ap
proach! For information call
759-4536. 
CAR BATTERIES 24 month
guaranteed. $22.98, 36 month
guaranteed,- 80 amp, $26.99
and 60 month gauranteed,




jewelry., Rogers Jewelry, ,
• .North Court Square, 145-101c,
Paris, TN. - • • .
SALE SKILL- ROUTER, V't
tip. Model 548, $29.99. Wallin
were ip 
-3A+AtS71riocter--
. 538, 1.5 hp, 71.4 inch blade,
$29.99, model 574, 13/4 hp, 71/4
inch blade, 8.34.99, model 559
ball bearing,. 2 hp, 71/4 inch -
blade, $49.99. Wallin Har-




person to take up payment on
25 inch color t.v. under
warrenty. Clayton's for-
merlyt J & B Music. 753-7575.
27. MOB. HOME SALES .
/ 24 X 60' GLENBROOK 2
bedroom with den and large
cypress sun porch. 753-0779
after 5 pm.
27. MOB. HOME SALES
FOR SALE: 17 foot travel
trailer with new Simmon's
twinned, shower, sink, stove,
refrigerator, au conditioner,
with new 7' X 10' metal
storage building, 1 mile to
Kentucky Lake. 474-8843.
28. MOB. HOME RENTS 
MOBILE HOME for rent.
Dill's trailer court, located at
Murray Drive Inn Theatre
entrance. See Brandon Dill. 
TWO BEDROOM trailer,
located at Riveria Courts
Call 436 2430. 
29. HEATING 1 COOLING 
'SALE-AUTOMATIC W9OD
heater. DeTuxe cabinet, brick
lined, cast iron doors annd
grates. Complete with
blower, $299.99. Wallin
Hardware in Paris, TN. 
32. APTS. FOR RENT 
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom
apartment. $80 per month.
Call 753-8920 before 12 noon. 
33. ROOMS FOR RENT 
ROOM FOR RENT in large
house, fully furnished, in,"
cluding washer and dryer. 2
blocks from University. $65
per month, all utilities fur-
nished. 436-2411. 
34. HOUSES FOR RENT 
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom
house -in city limits, deposit
and refrences required: Call
753 9924 after 3:30 pm. 
TWO BEDROOM house in
Dexter for rent. Stove and
refrigerator furnished, gas
heat, 






43. REAL  ESTATE
e•ILLiett
South 12th at Sycarnor•
TELEPHONE 7,3143051
- Located at 1702 Dod-
son we have an ex-
tremely neat two
bedroom brick with
storm doors and 'win-
dows, carpet, utility





space - court square; on
southside of court square
Now occupied by Children's
Corner. Space available




LARGE ROUND BALES of
good hay loaded on your
truck. Call 247-2889. 
38. PETS-SUPPLI EA. 
. A.A.& _-R E.G U LF,AL,E.P
already cropped.cropped. Call 753-




in Murray. Call 759-
4140, Monday through
Friday, 9 till 5.
1.1111..11M.
FINISH THIS AND SAVE!
Bring your tool box and your
imagination and take a look
at this 2_  bedroom home
located-on 1 acre lot with tall
pine trees. Small but
economical with energy
saving heat Perfect for












46. HOMES FOR SALE 
APPROXIMATELY SO
acres, Tennessee side of the
state line road, two miles
west of Hazel. Level, rich
beautiful farm. Good well,
electric pump, small farm
house with With. Small tract
timer - balance under
cultivation. This is a once in
a lifetime opportunity and
won't last tong. Immediate
possesion. Rex Jones, 316
Colonial Rd., Knoxville, TN
37029. (615) 577 1836.
yseo CARS
1972 CHEVROLET. 2-door
hard top, Vinyl roof. Power
brakes and steering, Air
conditioning. 63,000 miles.
$850. 606 Broad Exteded. 753-
376).
"ARE YOU SPEA1411•IG ABOUT THE
ALMIGHTY 901-LAR OR THAT •
STUFF 'THEY'RE STEALING TODAY?"
WILSON
Bo Immo his N Imo Vide
Subdivision. Ideally Nested.








FIVE ACRE inside city
limits. Ideal for:Ncommercial
or apartment project: If you
have been thinking about a
busihess project and you
need land, this is ideal. The
cost of this property is less
than some commerical lots.
Call the NELSON SHROAT
CO., REALTORS, 759-1707, 




We have listings on lovely homes in every
prke range. Call us today.
GUY isPANN REALTY
Prentice Dunn 753-5725 Louise Baker 753-2409




NEW OFFICE HOURS Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5.00
PRICE HAIR CUT S1.50 PRICE SHAVE $1.25





P.O. Box 531, Murray





floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, of-
fices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or.11-
BUILD, precut completely ready to assemble up to 24
















of home for the money.
Priced in the $50's.
PHONE KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222. We
are members of the
Multiple Listing Ser-
f4ELLO JACK FROIT!
Toast your toes by the.
fireplace in this 2 bedroom, 2'
bath, Mobile home with a 24 x
24 foot built on den. Ideal
location in quite secluded








With The Friendly Touch'
A ' POSSIEILE
DREAM. . . Longing
for a country home
nestled in a private
wooded site?, See this
newly listed 3 BFt. 2
bath mobile home with
central heat & air on 2
acres on Hwy. 94 E.
not far from lake. Only
$12,900- Don't Delay!
Boyd-Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th St.
IT'S ris LITTLE BIT g\
country...5 aces fenced
horses.. barn 3 bedroom
brick with well equipped
kitchen built in range,
refrigerator and dish
washer.. Decorated • to a
"T".. When would you like to






With The Friendly rourti•
NEWLY LISTED... .
New House, 4 BR. 2;4
bath quality home,








Call Us Today. 'Elayd-
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th.
43. REAL ESTATE  43. REAL ESTATE
SMART. START If you're
starting °Of or-slowing down,
you'll enjoy the convenience
and economy of this 2
bedroom cottage... located
near downtown shop-
ping.. .lots of trees and
shrubs for private ef-
fect...yes, yours....fOr under




















have all built-in ap-
pliances. Located just
outside the city limits,
so you only pay county
taxes. A beautiful way
to be practical. Priced
at $41,500. Phone Kop-
. perud Realty. 753-1222.
WANT TO MAKE MONEY?
Take a look at this 9.room, 2
bath brick located near- I
downtown area. Iddil for
professional office or
apartments. Zoned business.
Let us show you how your












5271488 - 753 9625
cwaftOti.COPF 81700,10
WHAT A CHRISTMAS
present! A lovely home on 2
acres. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
lovely kitchen, 2 car garage,
large utility, 12 X 17 outside
storage, fenced in beautifully
landscaped backyard and
more. Located on Hwy 299,











With The Fnendlv Touch'
NEWLY LISTED.. .4
bedroom B.V. home


















YOU IN MIND At- -
tractive three




in kitchen with lots of
cabinets, nick den with
fireplace, and wooden
deck in backyard. Cen-
tral gas heat and air of
course! See this listing




44. LOTS FOR SALE
_NEAR KENLAKE state
Park, beautiful wooded
acreage, 23 acres, for
building or investment.
Highway 94 frontage. Priced
to sell now. Call 753-4501 after
3 pm.
15. FARMS FOR SALE 
77 ACRES of beautifully
wooded land near Kentucky
Lake. Less then $900 per
acre. DONALD R TUCKER
REALTOR 753 4342.
41. HOMES  FOR-SALE-
'BUY DIRECT from builder
and save. Near completion, 2
new 3 bedroom tR"lck homes,
located in Kirksey, within
walking distance of post
Office, country store's, and 3
churches. Each has 3/4 acre
lot central., seat and air,
thermal windows and doors,
and well insulated walls and
Ceilings. - Living room,
bedrooms, -and hall are
carpeted. Kitchen,
washroom, and both full
baths have vinyl, floors.
Kitchen has plenty of
cabinets, eating_counter and
built in appliances. Also
includes attached garage,
Patio and large covered front
porch. Homes contain 1456
and 1560 sq-ft and are priced





604 So. 12th St.
1968 CHEVELLE SS, good
condition, $350. Call 436-2332
between 8 and 12 am. 
1967 GTO PONTIAC, 400
motor. 4 speed. 411 rear end.
Good shape. $800 or best
offer. 753-8719 after 5 pm. 
1973 HONDA, automatic,





ALMOST NEW 28 foot
Marauder travel trailer. Air
conditioned and central heat
All self contained. ExCellent
condition. $6000 firm. Call
collect, Ma yf ielq, 247-6248 or
247-8755.
$3. SERVICES OIEFERED 
BYARS BROTHERS & Son-
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing Call 1-
395-4967 or 1-362-4895. - 
CONCRETE 8. BLOCK work.
Block garages, basements,
driveways, walks, patios,
steps, free estimates. 753-
5476. 
CARPENTER WORK, small
or large jobs.. Call 4374560
and if no answer, 437-4670. 
CARPET CLEANING, free
estimates, satisfied
references. V ibra-Vac steam
or dry cleaning. Free scotch
gaurd. Call Lee's Carpet
Cleaning 753-5827. 
CHIMNEY CLEANING, rain
caps installed,' minor repair.
References furnished. Call
the Chimney experts. Magic




and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2774. 
-EXPERIENCED CAR-
PENTER will do carpentry
or roofing. Free eatimantes.
Call 759-1405 or 437-4351.
53. SERVICES OFFERED 
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 fgo.,






753-2310 for free estimates 
INSULATE AGAINST the
high cost of fuel bills! Blown
attic insulation and foam in
place urea for malehyde.
Free estimates, no
obligation. Kentucky•
Tennessee Insulation, R t7,
Box 258, Murray, KY 42071.
(502)435.4527. 
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates. 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and. gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and sewer
cleaning. Call 759-7203. 
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
now- all oak- $25-rick. Call
John Boyer at 753-8536. 
?lANC) TUNING and repair.
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
Music Center, 753-3682 or 753-
7149 after 6 pm. 
ROOFING, FLAT or
shingles, water proofing and
mobile homes. 15 years
experience. Call 435-4173. 
ROOFING, excellent
references. Call 753-1486
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelley.
SHEET ROCK hanging, free
estimates. Call 502-527-9637
after 5 pm.
53. SER VICES OFFER ED 
TREE TRIMING and
removal. Free estimates.
Ca11436-2294 after S pm 
TRACTOR TRAILER truck
will haul logs, ties, lumber,
etc. (all 437 i 4485 after 6 pm. 
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaran-
teed.. Call or write Morgan
Construction Co., Route 2,
472-702x4096; A. Paducah, KY.
42001, or call day or night, 1
56. FREE COLUMN 
FREE PUPPIES. Call 489-
2669 after 5:30pm. 
FREE MALE kitten, 5
months old, 2 kittens, 8 weeks
old, all are house-broken.
7573-399A4N.
57. WANTED
DMATUREW  YOUNG lady
desiret permanent position
in Murray, presently em-
ployed in Paducah. Neat with
pleasant personality.
Experienced in selling and
various office duties, light
typing. Good with public, can
give excellent references.
Call 753-5696. 
MATURE LADY wishes to
clean house. References. 436-
2775 after 6 or 753-2555 before
9 in the morning. 
WANTED: GENERAL





Jewelers, North side Court
Square, Paris, TN.
- -
e w , no rust, clea0, loaded
with extras. 753$261. 
1978 THUNDERBIRD, 10,000
mites, 95900. Call 489-2233. 
50 USED TRUCKS 
FOR SALE or trade: •1979 F
150, 4-wheel drive Ranger.
Air, power steering, power
brakes, automatic, 2-tone
paint, tilt, wide tires and
wheels. 759-4515. 
FOR SALE: 4-wheel drive
Jeep pick-up, power,.
automatic and air, almost
new. 436-2427.
AUCTION
Saturday, December 30, 10 LM.
Woolf Manufacturing Inc.
(Designers & Manufacturers of fins Women Wears)
Hwy. 45 E. (South) South Fulton, Tenn.
"COMPLETE LIQUIDATION"
Office furniture & machines, industrial sewing machines, 44'
cutting table w/spreader, baskets & tables, 90' feed rail, 80'
florescent lights, repair tools & parts, sensor securety unit, gas
heating system, concession Sr lounge furniture & appliances,
finished garments, rool yard goods, buttons, zippers, supplies.
. This is fine equipment &supialiesgmittiog da416,4a1e _
-leTertitita61fireaWd-b-unifig:Apre-Auction inspection
is invited.
Terms: Cash or Letter of Credit with proper ID
Auction condulied by
Ainley Auction Malty Ciu
205 W. State Line





(This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from




*Refinishing BiReperfri- *Antique Bross Hardware
*Custom Built Furniture *Custom Built Kitchen Cabinets
- 502-492-8837
Hwy. 641-6 miles South













































Ni..., brew, is.., sower.
power awl eaves feels eed
etc.
753-5703









R. Gary Marquardt, ,M.D., P.S.C.-
Family Practice
Proudly Announces the Relocation Of His Office To
MedicatArts Building
- Suite 206
30 South 8th St.
Murray, Kentucky Phone (502) 753-0704 _
Office Hours Mon., Tue., Thur., Fri. 8'.00 to 5, Sat. -8:00 to 12
4. 1 -
S
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BEI)I) ViskiG $ALE
1 WEEK ONLY
This is a complete cleanup of our warehouse sales floor on odd bedding
such as discontinued covers and floor samples. Some merchandise might
be slightly soiled. We have all sizes...TWINS, REGULARS, QUEENS and
KINGS. If you are in need of a new set of bedding then check the listings
below, this is only a partial list. All merchandise is fine quality bedding by
Jamison or Sealy. Over 150 pieces to sell.
YOU CANT AFFORD TO MISS THIS SALE
Jamison Decorpedic
Mattresses &
Twin Size Reg. $21:9.95
Now $15995
Save $60.00




Queen Size Reg. $339.95
Now $23995
_Save $100.00
.King Size Reg. $479.95
Now $34995
Save $120&)





















A Reg. $399.95 Now $27995
Save $120.00
Beg $549.95 Now $39715
Save nso. oo
4 Sets Twin Size
Jamison
$11 2995While They Last Per Set
3 Sets Reg. Size
Sealy
Mattress & Box Spring
Reg. $229.95 Now $ 111 4995
Save $70.00




We have several box springs and odd mattresses
Save 30% to 40%
o't
toetvo
Murray, Kentucky
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